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QUEER SITUATION
IN SCHOOL BOARD
Majority May Be Republican
By One N'ote

PADUCAHI KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. DECEMBER 19. 1906.1
SALOON

TAX

ENRICHES

OHIO

High License Law Giyes the State
Its Largest Surplus.
Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 19.— The
surplus In the state treasury is $4,750,356, the largest in the history of
Ohio. This is due to the Aiken law
increasing the saloon tax. It is estimated that by the end of January
the surplus will be swelled to pearly
$5,000,000,

FOR CITY JAILER
MANY MENTIONED
Police

Commissioner Mann
Clark May Run

Two Trustees-Elect Refuse to Serve INSISTS ON CLAIM TO THRONE Him Friends Talk as Though He Is in
and Another teems to Be Disa Receptive %hood—Joe Purqualified,
CilaMe Is a Possibility.
Duke of Czurnherland Replies to Ultimatum of Brunswick Diet.

HINES IS NANIED.
Limes itie, Dec. Ile-- The
Democratic state central committee this attertesm named
Judge Henry B. Hines, of Bowling Greets, to be chairman of
the state campaign C
ittei'
WALL STREET PANIC,
New York, Dee. ID.— Throttled in the grip of A tight money
totoCkti are slumping ill
Wan street today. and a vernal,Isle "rich manes" panic is in pros
grees. Billions already hisve been
lost in a six day's crash W11101
111114 forced many traders to the
wall. With call
e at 256
per cent, and no relief in sight,
penis threw over tho0111444111414 of
shares today te lighten their
burden.

LANNON'S BODY IS
TAKEN TO HIS HOME
Brother Arrives To Make Arrangements For Funeral
Mate Was One of the Most Popular
Men on Rivers and Kind to
All Hands,

10 CENTS PER WEEK
CHRISTMAS TREE
At Baptist Mission on North Twelfth
Street.
In the report of the Christmas entertainments in The Sun yesterday
mention failed to be made of the tree
to be given at the First Baptist Mission on North Twelfth street. The
tree will be given Christmas night,
and will be preceded by a light program given by the children.

Sutherland
Blow.

Stunned

President Submits Correspondence on Subject
Say%

HIT BY WRENCH.
eoremon

BROWNSVILLE CASE
IS SENT TO SENATE

fly

Plainly That He Was Within
Authority as (loatmander
in Chief.

Brunswick. Dec. 19.—The duke of
CAMPAIGN
WILL OPEN SOON
SleellETARY. Cumberland
Mr. 'W. 0. Sutherland, assistant SHOT AT
OFFICERS AFTER HIS SLAYER
today issued a maniPEACEABLE PEOPLE.
foreman of the Illinois Central shop
festo answering the ultimatum adopt
Jacking
track,
is
wearing
a
black
eye
rd by the diet October 23, in which
and a very sore face. Mr. Sutherland
he declares that he is unable to give
Two months more should the anteThe body of Edward Lannon, sec- was
COmplications, attendant on disWashington. Dec. 19.— In accordassisting a car repairer in loosup his claim to the crown of Han- primary contest be in full blast in
ond mate on the steamer Joe Fowqualifications and declinations, are
ance with a resolution of the ornate
heavy
nut.
a
ening
The
wrench,
a
over
and
proposes
to leave to the im- the local Democratic party, and aller, who was shot in the back and
keeping school trusteeseelect on the
heavy one, suddenly loosened and Preeideut Roosevelt today transmitanxious seat regarding the organisa- perial law courts the solution of the ready a few lighting rods are being
killed by Charles Rachael, a negro Mr. Sutherland
got the handle in the ted all the correspondence eoueerning
tion of the new board, whist will be legal question whether his son, Er- put In position for early political
rouster was taken to Nashville, his face.
He was stunned for a short the Brownsville, Tex., incident.
nest
August,
shall
succeed
to
the
thunder
storms.
effected New Year's night, or whathome, at 1:25 o'clock this morning time, but
The message in part is as follows:
returned to work !MA morn
Brunswick throne.
fay Jailer seems to be the plum
ever night they adjourn to.
over the Illinois Central. The funeral ing.
To the Senate:
of richest promise and since Tom
The new board as it stands on the
presumably will be held tomorrow.
In response to senate resolution
Evetts is reported to have signified
face of the returns /Mows a DemoItachael is still at large but his
of December
addrest to me, and to
an intention to return to railroad- Boyd Shemwell's Family Fear whereabouts are known.
cratic majority of two, but two mem:he two senate resolutions addrest to
bers-elect absolutely refone to serve
ing, patriots, who would gladly asYesterday afternoon at
4:20
Foul Play
him, the secretary of war has, by my
and a third, it Is claimed, Ls disqualisume the responsibility of caring for
o'clock Joseph Lannon, a brother of
direction, submitted to me a report
fied, bemuse he works for a railroad
and maintaining the city's prisoners,
the dead man, arrived from Nashwhich I herewith send to the senate,
corporation, under ban of the charter. H. C. RHODES HAS cos"ruow are insinuating their own qualificaville to take charge of the body. The
together with several documents, InHose..
ATT.%0KS
This would give the Republicans a
YOUNG
noel
Wagon
WOMAN,
RUT
tions
Arrive
Ilome brother is a saloon keeper on Coland credentials en their friends.
ING INTEREST IN CONiekoliN.
cluding a letter of Ueneral Nettleton
SHE ESCAPIel.
Without Him and Search Is
majority of one Among the nine memPolice Lieut, Tom Potter has been
lege Street and
well known here
and memoranda as te precedents for
bers remaining, and there will be a
Instituted.
mentioned but there seems to be
where he has often visited.
Use summary discharge or mustering
ilk's deal ail around, the
s.omething even better in store for
Democrats
Besides a brother the father surout of regiments or companies, some
exerting every most to set the two Rhodetelturford Company Now in him. Patrolman Hurley was said
vives the unfortunate mate.
to
ales Ruth Burton, of 710 Goebel Ave- or all of the members of which had
men to quality knit enough to organHand. of Menageni of the
be casting sheep's eyes toward the
Edward Lannon was one of the
been guilty of misconduct.
nue, Screams and Thus eaves
NO
CLEW
TO
HIS
WHEREABOUT
ise the board. Even then they will be
S
Branch Houses,
office, and Joe Purchase, brother-inmost popular river men in the disI ordered the discharge of nearly
Herself.
up against it " for the two resigning
law of Jailer levees, is expected to
trict. He was kind hearted and inofall the members of companies B, C.
may not vote for their own successannounce for the race.
fensive. He always had a kind word
and D of .the Twenty-fifth infantry
ions, and it is just possible that the
The most interesting rumor, howA rumor is current this afternoon for every one, and was one of the
by name, in the exercise of my conH. C. Rhodes, manager of the Pa- ever, is
charter will be Ignored and the third
In regard to Mann Clark, po- that Boyd Slienswell was
Miss Ruth Burton, the fifteen-year- stitutional power
found nix few mates who got along with his
and in pursuance
member allowed to qualify in order ducah branch of the Rhodes-Burford lice and fire
commissioner, whose miles In the country lying by a cansp crews without the usual harsh treat- old daughter of Mrs. Rosena Burton, of what, after
full consideration, I
to meet a political exigency.
Furniture company and associates, friends
are talking in a way to indi- fin- and badly
a
widow
residing
at 71.0 Goebel ave- found to be my
ment. Steamhoatmen learn with reburned.
constitutional duty
This situation Is evolved from the have acquired a controlling interest cate
nue, was attacked by a negro robber
that the commissioner is in a
Dr. J. W. Pendley was called XIII gret of his unfortunate death.
as commander in 1, tiler of the United
statements of George Moore, trustee- in the properties of the concern. The
last evening steely after ii o'clock
receptive mood, to say the least. mike out on the
slayer
His
is
one
of
the
meanest
States army. I am glad to avail myStaliteen read to
elect from the Fourth ward. and Dow deal was completed recently and toe
on Kentucky avenue near Thirteenth
Whether or not be will run, it is attend an injured
self of the opportunity afforded by
man supposed to 'mercies on the river. atJamboat men
E. Watson, trustee-elect frcan the amount involved is private. It was
street,
but
escaped.
said, depends altogether on condi- be Shemwell.
The
negro
felt
declare.
these resolutions to lay before the
itirth ward, that they will not serve. the interest of S. J. Burford, Louisabout her hands for her pocketbook.
tions and not inclination.
Negro Will Ile Caught,
congress the following facts as to
Boyd Shemwell, of 274 Clemadore than that, they my they do not ville, who died a few months ago.
Her
ocreatne
for
help
brought the enG. D. Scyster, agent for the Fowents street, Mechanicsburg, carrier
the murderous conduit of certain
intend to qualify and participate in The firm owns stores at Louisville,
tire neighborhood to the street and
WHAT "BOOZE" DID
on rural mall route. No. 3, in the ler boats at Smithlatid. was in the the
the oremezation. ele Watson wee Lexington, Indianapolis
members of the companies in quesNew Albawas
negro
pursued
for
several
his rheumatism bide him stay home ny, Jeffersonville, Ind.; Calro.Mound
Florence Station and
tion and as to the conspiracy by
Hard Money city this morning and maid that Ra- blocks but had too great, start.
D.
Watson Predated In Entering neighborhood, is missing and no ceme!, the negro rouster who killed
at night and Me. Moore *aye he told City and East St. Louis,
Ill., and PaMiss Burton works for the Suther- which many of the other members
Barkoidalee Store.
the committee plainly when
trace of him has been secured since Edward Lannon, second mate on the land Medicine company,
he wad ducah, each being controlled as a
and turned of these companies saved the criminominated that be would not accept, separate business.
nals from justice, to the disgrace of
he passed Thompson's Mill, five OP Fowler, Monday night, had been into Twelfth street from Broadway
The purchasers of
en
D. Watson burst into a rear door Mites from town, at 5 o'clock yester- located and the sheriff came down to
and be took no part in the campaign. the S.
route home. taking Kentucky avenue the United States uniform.
J. Burford stock are H. C.
of the Barksdale Bros'. Installment day afternoon. His horse and wagon New Liberty this morning from GolOn the other head, J. It. 'Maxweii, Rhodes.
I call your attention to the acover to Huntington Row. While passof Padneah; L. L. Hurt,
trustreeileci from the Fhet ward, Is
house, Third and Kentucky avenue arrived home all right but the driver conda to capture the negro. He said lag in the
Indianapolis, Ind.; L. L. Roberts
rear of the Washington companying reports of Major Augusan empfoye oof the Illinois Central
yesterday" afternoon about 5 o'clock was not to be found. Shemweles the negro has no chance to escape.
school building the negro sprang out tus P. Blocksom. of Lieut. Colonel
letiaington, Ky.; O. F. Moran, Emit
railroad, ea* the charter dlaqtrattlies
and frightened Miss Minnie Barks- Coves. pips; and *tip were lztag on
of the darkness and gralliod bar fro= Leonard A. Lowering, and. of Brig.
St. Louts. Ill. No change will
be
dale, who was at the time in the rear the mat and the lines were in A po- BLAMED Foil SPENCER'S DEATH. behind. She screamed and he ran
made in the management of the
Gen. Ernest A. Garlington. the in*Tile new board is millpond of the branch brews, each above mention- of the bneding, by his contortions in sition indicating that he'had dropped
•
through the whet)l yard to Broadway. speetor-general of the i•nited States
following Deasocrata eleeted this fall:
vain to attempt to stand erect. He them and stepped Out. The mail in Bieck Operator Held Reepounible for Miss Bnrton ran to the residence of army,
ed gentleman being manager of the
of their investetat on into the
J. H. Maxwell, J. Ashley Robertson.
was full of liquor, and when asked the wagon was intact.
Sinithorn Rallawy Wreck.
Mr. Michael Danaher for protection, conduct of the troops in question.
branch In his town. The directors
Harry Cie:moots, W. T. Byrd, Alfred
by Mr. James Barksdale what he
sect was later escorted home.
This afternoon the family anAn effort has been made to discredit
will meet in January to elect officers
A. Metcalf, George Moore and Dow
could do for him. mumbled "assist nounced that no trace of the popular
Washington, D. 19.—The official
the fairness of the investigation into
Watson. The holdovers are Republi- and outline business.
me out." Mr. Barksdale assisted carrier had been secured Jater than Investigation of the Southern railway
the conduct of these colored troops
Held for Robbery.
eans: W. M. Karnes, B. T. Davis, Dr.
him, but he returned as soon as the 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon. At 5 into the rear-end *elision at Lawyeni,
For robbing Charles L. Scott. col- by pointing out that General GarA. List, C. W. Morrison and W. 8.
Results Satisfactory.
door was closed. He was assisted o'clock in the morning he left home Va., on Thanksgiving day. in welch
ored ,of $30 or $10, Eva Johnson, lington is a sotcherner. Precisely the
Wniston.
The "Frontier committee" had a out the, second time, and when he and drove to the post office to get his President Samuel Spencer and six Adeline Morton, Bettie Gaither and same action would have been
taken
This make. the board stand seven meeting last
night in C. J. Miller's entered the third time was %misted mall. He was returning home yester- others lost their lives, has been con- Gertrnde English, colored,
were held had the troops been white— indeed.
Democrats and live Republican, but tin shop. Sixth and
cluded
and
responsibility
the
the
Trimble streeta. to the proper plate for him, but Mr. day afternoon and
for
passed Thompover to the circuit court this morning the discharge would probably have
with Maxwell out of the way and A committee
was appointed to secure Barksdale had to half drag him to son's mill, lie was also noticed by wreck placed on G. D Matto:, block
by Police Judge D. A. Cross. Robert been made' in more summary fashMoore and Watson declining to sleeve a permanent meeting place and plans the police
station. Watson pleaded employes on the Ben Franke's farm operator at'Rangoon station. Va. Gen- McGee
and Allis Morton, colored, ion. General Garlington is a native
the majority goes the other way.
for future work were discussed. The Relay to being drunk and was fined in the same neighborhood. He was eral Counsel A. P Thom, of the railwere acquitted of being implicated of South Carolina; Lieutenant-Cololimed
today
road,
statement
a
committee think the results sccom
an$1 and costs.
In his usual good spirits.
in the robbery, but were held on an- nee 1.overing is a native of New
lished thus far are satisfactogy.
The Orgashustiose
Shernwell generally arrives home nouncing the Okla! conclusions.
other charge to be tried tomorrow. Hampshire: Major Biocksom is a
In this state of affairs indications
IT WAS THE PAY CAR.
at 6 -o'clock, but at 7 o'clock last
native of Ohio. As it happens, the
Point to the election of U. el. Walston
FIRE BLAZE I
BOSTON,
night he had not returned. At 8
disclosure of the guilt of the troops
as president, and possibly Frank Ma),
Some Employes Draw Their Related o'clock his absence alarmed memwas made in the report of the officer
the Incumbent secretary. The latter
DeDollars' Worth
bers of the family, and they went Half Million
Christmas Money.
who comes from Ohio and the efwax elected to fill the vacancy created
tempt() Today.
outside to-see If he was In sight.
forts of the officer who comes from
by the resign on of Dr. Pitcher, An
Several rods from the house his
A dozen anxious (seed railroad
South Carolina were confined to the
odd situation arises in connection R. E. L. aloSHELL SELLS INTERBoston, Dec. 19.— A fierce fire
men, some in overalls and others in horse and wagon stood. The horse
endeavor to shield the Innocent men
Pitcher
When
Dr.
with this offije
WON
ADMINISTRABOTH
BY
THE
EST IN BELVEDERE.
street clothes, were prominent among had stopped on the side of the road which endangered the entire shopof the companies in question, If any
was elected t4e members were not
TION TICKETS.
the waiting paseengera at the Illinois and an examination showed the wag- ping district and which originated In
such there were, by securing inforwell acqu'.,Inte with the law and
Central depot this morning. No one on empty. A search of the immediate a furniture store raged for several
mation which would enable us adeoverlooked a palpable objection, that
suspected their purpose, but when a neighborhood brought no results,
hours today. The flames spread 'co
quately to punish the guilty. But I
remunerany
should
draw
member
a
Mr. Charlie E. Graham Become Part- sharp toned whistle blew and an
This morning two young men ac- other bundings and the firemen had New lork and Mutual Life Official, wish It distinctly understood that the ation whatever from the board. The
ner, But No Other Cluinges
engine pulling a dingy car hove in
fact of the birthplace of either °Mquainted wtth the count were com- a stubborn fight. At 11 o'clock It was
Say They iis‘f. Majorities-place pays $106 the year. Besides
Will Follow.
sight at 8:45 o'clock from the south,
eer is one which I absolutely refuse
missioned to search for him. They under control. The principal damage
Chortle/it.
Mr. May, P. J. Horkenbach, retiring
their faces took on a delighted apto consider.
traversed his usual route but found was confined to the building where It
member, and W. T. Byrd, trusteepearance, and they climbed aboard
e:ect, are eandidates. The latter is
no trace of hlm. At noon they search- started. The loss is estimated at a
It appears that In Brownsville.the
before the car was stopped.
isqualifted unless he resigns from
ed
in the vicinity of Thompson's and half million.
city immediately beside which Fort
In a deal closed last night, Mr.
It wee the I. C. pay car which was
New York, Dec. 19.—Both admin- Brown is situated, there had
Franke's mills, hut reported no ree board.
Charles E. Graham bought a half in- late
been
A few minutes was given emistration tickets probably have won considerable, feeling between
EVERYBODY ELSE HURT.
sults.
Had Dr. Harry Wellamson been a terest in the Belvedere hotel. Mr. R. ployes
the citfailed
who
their
to
get
checks
In the election of the New York and izens and the colored-troops
candidate for re-election and had E. L, Moshell is the other partner
Shemwell has been a carrier in
of the
on the 15th, to secure them.
Mutual Life Insurance companies, garrison companies. Difficulties
been elected, he would have remained and the firm name will continue to
the rural route service since it was Chief of Police Chrzanowsky Escapes
had
yesterday.
New
preeldent for another year. The office be R. E. L. Moshelt it company. The
The
which
closed
mllointo.
Fro
occurred, there being a conflict of
created to this county.
'
TFNNEL
FOR
BRITISH
CHANNEt
WilliamWhendar.
years.
administration
two
York
Life
ticket evidence as to whether the citizens
Is for
name of the hotel will not be changMr. Shemwell is 45 years old, is
son entered he was elected president ed. Mr. Graham lately has been enLodz, Rninitan Poland, Dec. 19 — claims the victory by 100,000 and or the colored troops were to blame.
married and has a faintly.
Parliament
Asked
to
Authorise
Plan
year.
Two bombs were thrown at (Thief of the administration of the Mutual My impression Is that, as a
to fill a vacancy existing far one
gaged in the tobacco business but is
matter of
to Coat $80,000,000.
At the end of that time he warn elect- generally known for his 12 years'
Polies Cheanowsky today while he says it has been sustained by 150,- fact, in these diffirultlea there
was
ed last year for two years, but his service as
driving
through
was
principal
the
Policyholders
000.
carry
the
will
blame attached to both sides.
circuit court clerk. Mr.
London. Dec. 19.—A bill empowstreets. The bone drawing the ye- ease to the court after the tickets
term expires December 31, when the
Moshell bought out L. A. Lagornarse
The Attack was made near midering an Anglo-French company to
hiele and the driver were killed, but are counted, for decision, on charges
:at meeting of the present board will
no's interest in the hotel several
night on Angtet 11. The following
construct a tunnel under the British
Ohrzanowoky escaped with slight in- of fraud.
be held.
months ago and will continue in acfacts as to this attack are made clear
channel has been deposited with parjuries. The carriage was completely
tive maaagement. Extensive renovaby Major Blocksord's investigation
liament,
destrored.
estimated
It
is
Several
dragoons
that
escortthe
CARKIE CHADWICK TO GO SOUTH and
MORE PAY AS CHRISTMAS GIFT tions are now under way at the hohave not been, and, in my judgscheme will involve an expenditure
ing the police chief were mortally
tel and an annex is being built on
ment, can not be, successfully conof $80,000,000. It Is proposed to
wounded.
Swindler's.
Excursion,
Woman
Railroad
PreparBe
How- troverted. From 9 to 15 or 20
Said to)
L. & N.
the opposite side of Broadway.
of the
build two parallel tunnels 24 miles
ever, Will Ile to Atlanta Prison.
ing to Raise Employes' Wage*,
colored soldiers took part in the atlong.
SEVENTY-SIX COUNTIES.
Columbus, 0.,, Dee. 19.--Cassre tack. They leapt over the
...For the...
walls from
300,000 DFIRTITUTE.
Chadwick is going south for her the barracks and hurried
Louisville, Dec. U.—It la stated
the' the
WOULD nein JAPANESE Dif4PUTE.
health,
notwithstandin
Division
that
Be
fact
Will
the
of
New
g
the
State of
'unofficially that the Louisville and Chinese Famine Growing
town. They shot at whomever they
at Most
she is now In the Ohio penitentlarl• saw moving, and they shot
Oklehoms.
'Nashville railroad is preparing to
Into housAlarming Rate.
Tokio Paper Urges Orientals to Build
She has often gone south before, but es where they saw lights.
give its employes a welcome ChristIn some of
Schools in California.
man gift In the shape of a raise in
Guthrie, Okla., Dec. 19.—The re- to be under guard while basking In these houses there were women and
Shanghai, Dec. I9.—The famine
wages. It will apply to all employee In Kiang Su Is growing worse. Acport
of the committee on 'boundaries. the southern sunlight will be a novel children, as the would-he murderers
Tokio, Dec. 19.—The Nichl Nicht
it is said, except trainmen, whose cording to Toilette reports received today declares the most practical sowhich will be presented to the con- experience for her. Mrs; Chadwick must have known. In one house in
earnings are regulated by their labor here, 541.0.-0041 deetiltute persons nre lution of the complications at flan If we get a dime for each subetentional convention tomorrow, will has errilletrred to the United States which thee were two women and
organizations. An increase of 4 per encamped at Tr1nklan Su and many?
provide for 76 counties in the new authorities that she has received Ill five children some ton three went
.Francisco would be for the Japanese fcriber to THE SUN we shall
state. Other provisions of the report treatment here, and inspectors sent thru at a height of about 4 1-2 feet
cent has already been granted two have arrfeed at Hanking. The rebel- residents there to build their own
sum—$400—
have a total
Use are
that no (-minty may be organized to the prison have recommended her above the floor, one putting out the
thousand men in the South Lofts- Mon In Xiang Su has been crushed.
schools and If necessary secure aid
this coupon and send something without having property valued at removal to the Atlanta prison.
yule shops, effective from the first
lamp upon the table. The lieutenant
government.
Japanese
from the
$1.0.011,000 and the county goats eV'
now.
of this, month. The company has a
of police of the town beard the firing
not to be located even temporarily by
total of over 31,600 employes.
and rode toward It. He met the raidMR.g. RAGE'S aryl%
the
convention.
The Eveninrr Sun,
-ors, who Its he stated, were about 15
colored soldiers.
There is only one kind of a Valuable Properly Goes to New York
They instantly
ON ROAD TO RE(Y)VERY.
Paducah, Ky.
National Wire in Bad.
started ering upon him until they
newspaper circulation ottaternent
University.
tonight
WE iTIIER — Fair
New Haven, Conn., Dec.
I inclose a contribution for
had killed his horse. They shot him
that is worth any consideration
Eine Oscar's Health Ix Greatly
- —
and Thursday. Rising temperlineation was Made in court tode)
the
Christmas
benefit
the
for
tree
la the right arm fit was kfterwards
sod that is the daily detailed
Improved.
New York, Dec. It.— Mrs Rtttemperature
highest
ature.
The
'tor
ePPoinfment
receiver
the
for
of a
statement. The Sun is the only
amputated above the elbow.) A mimStockholm. Sweden. Dec. 19. King
sel)
8sige has made an Xmas present of the poor e.hildren of Paducah. the National Wire corporation operand
yeitterslay
31
was
ched
Paducah paper printing such a
e-or of shots were also fired at two
(*cat is so much improved in health
of 16 acres of land valued at 1300.i'ltraest today was WS.
ating a wive mill In this city. Liestatement,
, eher policemen. The raiders fired
that his attending telyeklans an000, to New York University. Chanbilltiell are given at two Willies
seance that aftitoritoday they will 12several times Into a hoteLsorne of the
cellor McCracken announced the seThe plant is operated in conjunction
"
46* Sue only One builtilln daily.
i reptant° of the property today.
with the National Steel Works,
(Continued on Page Three.)
CANDIDATES

FOR

CARRIER MISSING
ON RURAL ROUTE

OWNED AT HOME

PURSE SNATCHER

TAKES PARTNER

VICTORY

SEND A MITE
...TO...

THE SUN

Christmas Tree
For the.Poor

--,
••••••601.......41°
"
*
"

l'tGE TWO

qgfirDIT

/I

THE PADUCAH EVENDKI SU/4.

ESTATE-MAY INVITE
!STATE
IMMIGRANTS HERE

TIME 41e) ACT.
-Don't Welt for the Fatal Stages of
Kidney Illness. Profit by Paducah People's Experiences.

NUMBER OF FIRES
AND LOSSES LOWER

wrnxsoinsAY, DF:CEMBER

19. 1

THE KENTUCKY

Occasional attacks tit backache, Irregular urlualion, headaches acid dizzy spells are common early symptoms
f kidney disorders. It's an error to
neglect these Ills. The attacks may
pass off for a time, but return with
greater intensity. If there are sympsetoms of dropsy-puffy swellings
beSouth Carolina Caw Before Depart- low the eyes, bloating
of the -limbs Attributes Showing to Work of Men
11111PIli of (
.1111101eret
. and
Better Wiring and Education
r ankles, or any other part of the
Labor.
body, don't delay a minute. Begin
of Merchants.
taking Doan's
Kidney
Pills, and
keep up the treatment until the kidIS OF INTERENT IN PADUCAH neys are well, when your old-ttme
health and vigor will return. Cares REASON RATES WENT sHIGHER
in Paducah prove the effectiveness of
A noticeable feature of
this great kidney remedy.
Washington, Dec. 19.- An imHI-LO biscuit is their
J. R. Womble, of 1005 South
Paducah had a Si) per cent, deportant decision has been rendered Fourth street. Paducah. says: "An
syrreerborit.
No coarse
crease in fires and
as great a deby
attack
Secretary
of
typhoid
Straus of the departfever 20 years ago
air-holes, no harsh and
crease in loss during 1906 from the
ment of commerce and labor, as to left me with weakened kidneys and
crumbly crust-always
previous year, and it can be attribthe right of a state to induce immi- I. have had some pretty severe atdelicious and appetizing.
uted to several facts. First to Imgration to that state. The decision tacks of backiche, some of them so
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New Secretary Rules That
Afeefiey Is Lawful

Chief Wood's Report For Year
.4 Good One
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Monday Night,Dec. 24

MR. RICHARD MANSFIELD

"011,1007AT
MOSEBlS17/1737:
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"BEAU BRUMMEL"

First curtain at 8:15; last curtain at 11 o'clock. Positively no seats reserved by
telephone. Sale begins on Thursday morning 9 a. m.

FREE LIST EN1111.EL/ SUSPENDED

your

SEE HERE YOU, GET BUSY!

CbeKentucky

DIVORCE

Saturday, Dec. 22

Don.'t put of! buying your Christmas presents until the few days just
before Christmas.
IGHT NOW we arc showing tull stocks and
RIGHT NOW is the ti e to make your selections. Come quick and
get your choice of the barm.ns we are showing in Books, Bibles, Dolls,
Chinaware, Albums and Chris mas novelties.

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store

Special Holiday Prices

HOtel Marlborough

"T e xas Sweethearts"

urns-.

The Famous
German Res::.•.:rant

EYE SEf JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.

Don't
Know
What
To Buy
Him

J. A. KONETZKA

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY ,1

CURED

GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND

OVERCOATS! OVERCOATS!
OVERCOATS!
...,....

GULLETT'S

1

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Of Worth

Of Style
Of Beauty

A BICYCLE will
please him, for bicycles
bought from MITCHELL'S always please.

S. E. Mitchell

McPHERSON'S DRUG STORE

$5.00

Beautiful P re s e n st

CITY TRANSFER CO

Given Away

Now located at

$1.50

$10.00 Overcoats

Olauber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONF 499

sin nn

U. G. COLLETT & CO.

D. E. WILSON ,

At Harbour's Dept. Store. g
--

g

312 Broadway
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A WONDERFUL ROOT SURPRISED BROWNSVILLE CASE
DISCOVERY. AT OUTCRY HEARD IS SENT TO SENATE
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a:,i be sat isto all concerned, without any necessity of
building a new court house. The
judge states that as a matter of fact,
the county building is a really substantial one and can be made all that
could be desired.

adds: "It is not ineonsatent vete
measure of good faith on the pelt o'
each carriers that in the enormoci
number of those seeking traesportetion to the United States some whit
are obviously of the excluded classes
'Mould succeed in eseapeig observation. The more efficacious means of
Preventing violations or the law, eve
PeciallY with reference to the de- At Regular Annual Meeting
eased classes, would be the location
In City Ilall
of medical officers at foreign ports for
the purpose of making examinations
In advance of ths purchatie by aliens
of their transportation, al recommend Nikehani S burg Lodge 44.0dd FellI I Ws
ed a year ago" The *commendaFill Chairs--Othere Name Their
tion is now renewed and urged upon
Candidates.
COagrese.

Compelling blenders and rectifiers
to stamp their bottles accurately in
soil enough to apprise purchaser* of
exactly what they are getting, but the
evil of the "barrel house boos*" that
makes beasts of men and impels them
to commit fiendish crimes, wiM not
be mitigated by the puce feed law.
That stuff is made behind the liar
over which it Ls sold and the label
could not .be read by one-half the lat- STARVES SELF TO AID MISSIONS
eens if it was there in letters of fire
a foot high.
Man Who Gave $121,000 Is to He
Taken to Home for the Aged.
Aguinakio--how many remember
him, the patriot of all our hopes, the
Warsaw, ind., Dec. 19.- Mastered
Washington of the Filipinos, the only by his wish to aid the work of the
eetion that some of us half wished foreign missionary society of the
would weep al: of us? Ha name is Methodist church, starving himself
recalled only UM it is suggested by to give to the cause and having doconditions that are so different. No nated $121.000 to promote the work.
one is left fighting in the Philippines Elijah Hays, aged 87, friend of
except a few Pulejanes, says the re- Bishop McCabe. will be taken
toport of the commission. Even Edward morrow to the Home of the Aged at
Atkinson, of Beaton. Beene* to have Edgewater. Save an annuity, granted
been tiacified.
by the church, Hays is Pennilessand
he is broken in health.
Congress liked the picture in the
His is a life story of sacrifice for
president's message on Panama. That the cause to which he was devoted
-hould suggest te them an idea for One ruing ambition has been his
the Congressional Record That p u
from the day when prosperity first
ee.a tion could be made infinitely metre began to smile upon him. So frugal
popular for summer reading if pro- has the aged man been that his acfusely illustrated. Idealized photo- quaintances have called him penurigraphs of the statesmen themselves ous.
making the speeches for which they
When he made his first gift of
secured "leave to print" ought to 9100,000 to missions. Bishop
Mcmake a hit with -their constituents. Cabe aseed him what he considered
would be a reasonable annuity for
The general staff bas des-lined to his living expenses. He said $500
consider the proposal that the regu- would be pl.nty for him and his wife
lar army be taught vocal music. Eu- The bishop wouldn't hear to this,
ropean soldiers, we are told, are and an annuity of $1.500 was given
taught to sing
True enougle but him. Since that time he has been saythey can't make the bullets sing the ing from his annuity and not long
way our soldiers can.
ago made another donation of $21,1100.
It is c-alculated that John D 1Rockefeaer draws $114 every time he
SWAM IS ATTACKF:D AS TYRANT.
draws a breath. The man who asks
for -just a moment" of Rockefeller's
General Given Hard Knock, in Courttime makes a touch.
Martial in Philippines.

hareems
238
Personally Appeared before me,
this, Dec 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton, general manager of The Sun, who affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Nov., 1906, is true to the
Henry H. Rogers likes a good
beet of his knowledge and belief.
Leavenworth, Kan , Dec. 19 -Inloeer, and the conduct of that man formation receiver! at Fort LeavenPETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
who went broke in the Si Paul deal worth. from the Philippines is that
My commission expires January
must chill his sporting blood.
the court-martial of Captain later
22, 1908.
M. Koehker, Fourth cavalry, for alAn excellent serial story running leged disrespect to !Major General
in the ciarent newspapers is enHeled Leonard Wood was. eensational. Iii
Daily Thought.
"In testing marmite% ari distin- "The Messages of President Roose- the arguments General Wood was ac
guished from courage, we shall have vat.'
seised of tyranny, malls* and favorto reckon sooner or later with the
itism. Four officers were challenged
court
Idea of duty ."---Hughes.
Councilman Williamson need feel of the original detail of the
*NM no
concern at any ingratitude mani- presumably bemuse they were In sytr
cable
fested by be beneficiaries of his ex- lathy •lth Koehier, and under
A BREACH OF CONTRACT.
Waffhington the
instructions from
It was not punishment. That is the emption in the tieense erdimance
coma was not allowed 'to peewee] tin
detente of President Roosevelt
to
ill others were detailed to take thee
retie:rime of his action in dismissing
The alanifirance of an urgent defi- Pismo.
e %hide battalion of colored trocrps
ciency bill requires no explanation to
Under cross-examination Genera
at Iirownsville, Tex., and the point
the head's of most families at this Wood admitted he had recommended
makes contuderable difference in the
season of the year.
MsJor Iluirb Scott, with whom Koeh
judgment of his conduct. With some
ca
ler had a controversy, to be promot
spirit the president declares teat the
general. He ale
only puntehment for such tranton IMMIGRATION AND EXCLUSION. etl to be a brigadier
the appointment 01
*cured
he
said
Immigration
/murder ae characterized that night at
during the last fiscal
civil governor of the provase
Browrurvilie is death. The president year was the largest In the history of Scott as
lceet him 'n the
clearly sets forth his attitude in the the country
The total number of of Minden°, and
his regiment returned t<
statement that the dismitaal of the aliens applying for admission was 1.- place after
-,,on was merely a termination of 1;0,785. Of these 12.452 had their the states.'
The verdict will not be known un
, th.eir contracts of rebate neat, because ereilleations rejected, and 66.618
the war depart
• they had proven themselves unfit for Were returning to the country after el announced from
ruent.
a
temporary absence or were reported
the duties of a soldier, and here is
AS tourists, So that the new arrivaa
his reason:
"Thane sokiiers were rot school admitted numbered 1.1041,735, or SiAlifi ANDREWS ERRS, OR UFA
about 40,000 more than the year beboys on a frolic..
They were full
grown men In the uniform of the fore.
Salvation Army Officer Resents At
Italy and Austria-Hungary each
United States army, armed with deadAttack of Nebraska Educator,
ly weapone, sworn to upheld the laws contributed nearly a quarter of the
of the United Staies and under every total and each exceded the remarkOmaha, Der, 19.-''Chancellor An
obliention of oath and honor not able German emigration of 1882. drews is misinformed or is a great
which
came
to
250.670.
That
record
merely to refraii: from criminality,
liar." is the relay of Staff Clearer
hut with the sturdiest rigor to hunt was first broken in tee fiscal year Storey, divisional officer of the Sal1904-5,
when Austria-Hungary sent
down criminality: and the crime they
vation Army, to the open letter of
committed or connived at was mur- 275,093 emigrants to the United the chancellor of Nebraska UniverStates.
This
remains
tee
highest
figder"
sity refusing contributions to the
ure for any one country. but the Italarmy's Christmas dinners and attack
Although eourteouitly cemplying ia) total for the last fiscal
Year -,was
with the demand of cone-Tees for all
its methods of relief.
273.1,30 and Austria-Hungary's 266.- lug
reports and corn in
"I do not think a man In a reepons
received 138. At the genie tens lama made
la him, and on %Ilea he based his or- e large advance. Taking the last lisle position should make such a
statement until he has Investigate(
der of datnissel members of the batthree fiscal years, her record 'reads:
thoroughly," Mr. fltorey went on
talion for reflisine to disclose the per- 1904, 145,141;
1'905, 184,897; 19.0e,
petrators of rti. murderous assault 21,5,665. :The three countries togeth- "We do not like to call our poor retut sleeping atizens of Brownsville,
tief work charity. It really Is phil
er coutributad about 69 per cent of
President floosev
makes it' plain all the immigration. They forged to anthropy. Our aim Is to help peoplethat he was acting well within his au- the front as fax back as 18916 and to he:ir'themselves"
The captain said the books of the
thority as remmander in chief of the
have continued ever 'inert to furnish
army were open at any time to inUnited States army, and elates em a very large per cent of the whole.
idiotically that he *ands by his order The Italian* admitted for eleven yeais spection, and explained at length the
system of handling the funds Intrust
and would do It again under similar
Including the fiscal raw ending June
circumstances. , The reports show 310, 1896, number about 1,690,04)o. ed to its care.
"None of the offivers," he said,
that the soldiers to the number of a
in accepting this total some aliovrance
score stole, nut of the haeracks and musl he made for aliens who return "receives more then is paid an ordinary mechanic."
fired into res.Idonees; that many priv- home never to come
to the United
ates and nrm-rommlissioned officers
States again:bit even with the allowwere averainteil with the facts of the
A BUNCH OF SUCKERS.
ance it Is evident that there is a
crime hut ennepired after the deed to vast multitude added to the permanconceal the evidence. The president ent population of the ereintre.
MAP Containing 130 Nipples Was
warned the wieners of the result of
Made to Feed Immigrant liabiere
Two ideas are inieltested by the !eallsnee and then acted.
lections of the last y4ar The first is
In coneltision the president em- that under the ererent laws the
Honolulu, Dec. 19,- Feeditg
Teletext* the statement that he would
immigration Is very little affected
masof
about 50 babies with a hose is a
do the same were the soldiers white.
by the effort'. at exclusion. But
novel method of giving food to the
Ile calls attention to the obvious fact though
the percentage turned bark is
youngsters, but this is the was the
that the conspiracy and murder are
small, 12,432 is not a small number
aggravatee web race issue*, arid re- to he classified as iinfft or to he *firers of the British steamship Su
iterates hie own' sincerity in seeking brought over !n violation of law. veer are said to have cared for a
the amelioration of the condition of
part of the Portuguese contingent of
Looking further into this question,
the colOred rare.
we find the sertseary of commerce immigrant settlers that arrived here
Azoree The Portuguese artand labor saying! "The principal from the
County Judge Lightfoot and the eround, for exclusion and the num- noted for their large families, and
out of the 1.325 immigrants that arfiscal
eolirt
deserwee
credit bers respectively were: Paupers, 7,for the radical improvements they '469: coetract lueorere. 2,314; dis- rived by the veastei-• large number
have made and are now making at eased aliens, 2.1',73; !nestle persons were children, and MAPS smell Ones.
ethe court femme. The ledge's offlees and Wide 231; convietts.306 and the The captain is quoted as saying that
and the county mart room have re- remaining 340, Including 1.11-2 Chinese he had a hose strung along the deck
°tartly undergone improvements, that Were rejected for minor causes." It fitted with 150 nipples. Then milk
while not expensive, are tasteful and Appearit, then, as our second point was pumped through the hose, and,
have made remarkable changes In that the steamship convpaniee are ac- with a young Portuguese baby at the
the appearance and convenience of cepting persons whose dleabilitles are end of each nipple, the youngsters
them. The addition of toilet rooms manifeet, in this connection the sec- got fat and healthy.
now being merle, is particularly com- retary refers to the eoneluelons of the
mendable and meets it need that hes commleakffier of immigration that
•been long felt. Tbe ludge ererreA*.y tnore *ever* penalties should be imTheater or Coat Shale Scarf.
thinks that by making substantial posed for violations of the law or
extra Rises, $1.75 to 117.50.
11311provianents from year to year, medical inetvertien should be Made at
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
411111ffienallY the court bOnse trial as- foreign ports of embarketios, and
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VETERANS ELECT
OFFICERS OF CAMP

W. 0. W. PUBLIC INSTALLATION.

CALL SALVATION WORK PLAGUE

Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 19.-E. Benjamin Andrews, chancellor of the University of Nebraska, in an open letter made public today, denounces
the Salvation Army relief work and
says its charity dinners are vicious
and tend to pauperise.
The army is planning a Christmas
dinner ter the poor and appeals for
funds have been issued to the public
in general. Writing to the captain of
the Salvation Army, Chancellor An!rews says:
"The army here In Lincoln makes
no statements accessible to the public either of Its income or what It
does with its money. The army's
methods of so-called relief work are
vicious and pauperizing, calculated
to make your so-called relief work a
plague. If you furnish charity dinners for so many you will pauperize
and increase want and poverty instead of relieving them. I am against
fake charity and in favor of the real
thing."

The James T. Walbert camp, United Oonfederate Veterans, elected officers last night at the city hall as foe
loss.
Commander. R. J. Barber; first
lieutenant. J. E. Potter; second lieutenant, R. E. Miles; third lieutenant,
Stewart Dick; surgeon, Dr. J. G.
Brooks; assistant surgeon, Dr. D. G.
Murrell; chaplain, W. G. Whitfield: SAII.ORS TURNED OUT IN COLD
quartermaster, James Gish; commisary, W. T. Gleason; treasurer, B. H.
Canada Asked to Investigate Act of
Scott; adjutant, Thomas Langdon,
Roars Officers After Wreck,
H. Daughand officer of the day,
try,
e
Sault Ste. Marie. Mich., Dec. 19The Sons of England, through PresPublic Instiiistion.
ident J. Bates, have asked the CanaIn a departure from former cus- dian government for an investigatom. the Olive camp, W. 0. W., will tion of the wreck of the steamer
have a public installation of officers Goispie and the consequent exposure
Tuesday, January 1. It will be an
of her five English sailors, who were
Invitation affair and will take place
to
so badly frozen that five had
Fourth
North
rooms
on
at the lodge
one
his
amputated
and
have
feet
street. After the exercises of instals
well. The sailors say they
iation, • banquet will be given. The hands as
on a desolate
officers to be installed are: J G. Reb- wandered three nights
kopf, past consul commander; Frank shore on Lake Superior. They found
Roark, consul commander; Richard the officers of the boat in warm
Rosenthal, advisor lieutenant; Geo. quarters, but claim they were refusHannan. escort: Edward Love, bank- ed admittance or even permission to
er; L B. Whitehurst, watchman: W. warm themselves.
L. Beery, sentinel; Dr. M. Steinfeld,
'lurk; Herman Michael, manager.
FIGHT OHIO'S SALOON TAX LAW
Mechaalcabors Lodge.
Mechanicsburg lodge, I. 0. 0. F.,
No. 218, elected officers at the regular meeting last night as follows: C.
F. Yates, N. G..; A. Butler, U. G.,
R. S. Barnett, secretary: J. C. Gilbert, treasurer. The new officers will
he installed Tuesday, January 1.
Final nominations will be made for
ifficers of Mangurn lodge of Odd Fellevee Thursday etening and Ingleside
lodge will complete the nominations
Friday evening. Their election will
•ake place December 27 and 28, respectively. The officers elected will
erve for the first term in 1947.

ACKET STORE

iehaneellor of Nebraska University
Says Army Relief Is Vicious.

We Offer a Great Many Specials for
Christmas Shoppers.
LADIES' leeNG KID GLOVES IN BLACK AND WHITE, $2.014 PAIR.
MEDIUM LONG MOUSQUETAIRE KID GLOVES, BROWN
BLACK, $1.75 PAIR.

AND

LONG SILK GLOVES, BLACK ANI) WHITE,$1.00 AND $1.23 PAHL
LADIES' RraNDEER FINISH GLOVES (SHORT) AT 50c, THIS IS
A FABRIC GLOVE THAT IMITATES LEATHER.
IMITATION FUR GLOVF.S FOR BOYS WITH LEATHER Falai, AT
KID
TOP
FUR
30c; SAME FOR YOUTHS AT 5Sc. CHILDREN'S
GIA)VIOS AT 50e,
MEN'S 1:N1)111448E1) KID GLOVES, SILK LINED, $11.00.
MEN'S FINE DRESSED KID DReata GLOVES AT ;LIM.
MEN'S AND BOYS' ASTRAKAHN BACK GLeiletai AT 25c,
MEXICAN GAUNTLETS FOR

BOYS, 30e.

A Novelty

•

Lily White Corset Covers at $1.48
THIS IS A FINE PIECE OF EMBROIDERS MADE AND SHAPED
BEADING
FOR
THE
FOR A CORSET COVER/ AND INc 1,1'1414
SHOULDER STRAPS. IT'S A DECIDED NOVELTY,
A LOT OF DRUMMERS' SAMPLES OF HAND BAGS AT EXACTLY
THE WHOLESALE PRICE,
A LOT OP DRUMMERS' SAM P1,114 OF JEWELED RACK COMBS•
AM)COMB SETS AT THE WHOLESALE PRICE. THEY RANGE FROM
2Ic TO $1.75.
TEDDY BEARS AT 99c, $1.2.* AND $1.75.
.8 LOT OF GILT MEDALLION FRAMES-FINE FOR XMAS P110TO FRAMING-CHOICE 2.1c,

Purcell & Thompson
407 BROADWAY

Claim Made That Governor Was Oat
of Mind When He Signed Bill.

0

Premium on "One Thousand Dollar" straight Ifsl
1
0
t tt
4.:: t 8.2 re41 3•4:X41:: esV
".1 `4 484
6
,tot
a D.
0 0 0 00 0.0,
0,00,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.410 a
0.0 02•4 Csa. tato
•
41
.7.ttta 8.11
trz.".Vo'

eincinnati, Dec. 19.-The hearing
of the legal attack on tha constitutionality of the Allen saloon tax law
began here today before the superior
court. Testimony of the members of
WWWWWWWW
a
the family of the late Governor Patteen had previously been taken on
the question whether he had been in
fit mental condition to consider the
OFFICERS-C, B. Nordentan, President: Chas. B Norton, Vice-Presibill after its passage and presentation to him for signature Attorneys dent: Chu, &huff, Secretary; Geo. C. Summers, Treasurer: Henry Enos
for the saloon-keepers claim that the Tuley, Medical Director; Jas. R. DuMn, General Counsel.
ADVISOHY BOARD-V. H. Euglehard, A. Y. Ford, W. H. Bradbury,
bill was never presented to the governor and that the increase of the C. W. Chambers, Robt, E. Woods, Fred Levy,Claude BMWs,
Plan (d ialed Men.
saloon tax from $300 to $1,000 was
LOUISVILLE.
Officers for thei elest term In 1907 uneonstitntional,
We recognize the one great anti only principle in Insurance. PROTECat
nominated
)11
be
w
r
.
1
'if the Red elect
TION. Write or call. Agents wanted
tee regular trieating next Friday
Mayor May Benign.
WARD, District
night. At the last Friday evening
Fourth, Paducah, Ky.
Cincinnati, Dec
19.- It would
meeting in December the officers will
ae elected and the installation will not be surprising if Mayor Dempsey
take else* the same evening. No eo- should any day decide to resign his
Notice.
eal program has been arranged for office and retire from public life. A
Owing to the death of Dr. J
well-founded impression to that efhat evening.
Colemesi the accounts dee the firm
fect prevails in municipal circles. It
of Des. Teelor ar Coleman must be
is known that the mayor is heartily
Aoki Steven at War.
setko es wow as possible. At Parties
oveng the faint will please Pay when
New York, Dec. 19.-Baron Aoki, tired of the present entanglements
by
Itehkopf Alleges Usury.
which subordinates have createdend
bilis Ore presented,
...he first ambassador accredited
John G. Rehkopf, proprietor of the
J. Q. TAYLOR.
the emperor of Japan to the United has so expiessed himself frequently
Surviving partner of Drs. Taylor &
States, made his first public speech in to intimate personal and political John G. Rehkopf Buggy- compknr, and
this country last night when, as a friends. Hts utterances in this con- a son of E. iRehkotte president of the Coleman.
cuest of the American Asiatic moo- nection have become publicly current 10 Rehkopf Saddlery company, filed
iation's annual dinner in Delmont- and his friends say that his resigna- suit yesterday afternoon in circuit
ea's, he responded to the toast "The tion woule be not at all surprising. court against the City National bank
Lace Curtains. an 'Immense
for usury.
tmperor of Japan."
line from which to choose.. Some
The plaintiff borrowed money as
exqualte styles at 93.00, $3.30.
Baron Aoki carefully avoided any
Train Turns Turtle.
Z4.00 and $5.00.
eference to the recent diplomatic
'Hutchinson, Kan . Dec. 19.-A follows, be claims, from the defendRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
ituation raised by the school ques- Rock Island passenger train was ant: February 26, 19006, $500; Febion in San Francisco, contenting him' thrown from the track near here to- ruary 25, 1104, $1,0010; June 24,
seef with refuting, by inference. all day. The whole train left the track 1905, $75001 October 26, 190-5,
rumors of peasent or future unpaas- and all but the engine turned over. and October 26. 19(85, $760 He alYOU DON'TsHAVIE 'TO WA11
%nine% possible between the two na- Twelve persons were Injured, some leges that the bank charged bim 7 Every dose makes you feel better. Lax--Pos
keeps
your whole iusidem nicht. Sold oa the
per cent wten the legal rate is 6 per
serloualy.
oent. The.Kw reads that double OK mosey-back plea everywhere Price be, furs.
rate of the illegal interest- charged
may be recovered, and he sues for "Not a truth to art or science has
$165.60.
been given,
But brows have Itched for it, and
Police Court,
souls toiled and striven.
William C,onover and Herman Jew- And many have striven, and
many
el! will have to answer to the grand
have failed,
Jury in April for the alleged theft of
200 pounds of rope whet they sold And many died, slain by the truth
they assailed."
to Mrs. Baer, a junk dealer, for $5.
They were held overeater a 'lengthy
The Osteopathic science has been
examining trial this morning. The
assailed as vigorously as ever any
evidence is circumstantial. but unless
new truth that has been offered the
they secure witnesses, the grand jury
elle doubtletis indict them. Rope has world, but, today it is rapidly coming
been stolen from rafts, barges, steam into its own, as the people become
boats and all class of river property better acquainted with it-know it.
for several months in the MechanicsOsteopathy is an evolution of the
burg section. Friday rope was stolen science of treating disease. It
went
from the Sherrill-Russell Lumber back to the
first principles in nature
company's raft, and from the steamer
for its foundation, and by taking a
Lula Warren and the Paducah Furniture company' %rafts. Later rope step backward it has made a great
Just at the heighth of the busiest Christmas
was sold to Mrs. Baer and the two strid* forward.
Paducah has ever experienced. The new Store,
It is merely a ;common sense
rivermen arrested for obtaining money by false pretenses They claimed treatment; a Method of manipularegardless
tremendous selling of the past
the rope was purchased for $1 from, tion to restore the normal conditions
few days, is a veritable bazaar of Christmas
stranger riding in a red skiff. He of nerve nentrol
and blood supply to
suggestions in Men's and Boys' gifts.
could not be located. The rope was
every organ of the body by removing
Identified.
the physical obstruction, or stimuOther cases: Charles Scott, colored,
d'runkenn'ess, $1 and costs; Jim lating, or preventing functional acDrop in tonight or tomorrow and see how
Grimes, drunkenness, $1 and elects; tivities, as. the condition may rewe are helping the puzzled shoppert to pleasing
Mlle Morton, Robert McGee, colored, quite.
selections for every member of the family and
innaorality, $241 and costs each.
the success I have had in Paduall their friends.
cah in treating rheumatism, neuralgia, nervousness, malaria conditions,
Taffeta cloths, Denims
and
such as the tired-out, run-down feelNew shipments in such stand-bys as hatidCretones for hags, I3c to 30c,
ing, sick, heavy headaches, and
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.
some Neckwear are arriving daily, and reserve
stomach disorders are but a repetistocks supply any depletions in any assortments.
tion of the successes of the science
everywhere.
If you like Are. Austin's famous
Come to see Inc at any time, and
Buckwheat flour, tell your friends
let me tell you et Paducah people
hoe leek-Mils it is.
von know well who will vouch to
10
beneets received from the treatment.
That's 'the beat recommendation I
Special showing of Fancy
1
4111,
•41V0A AY
can glee you.
Rack
Combs,
30c
to
$4.50.
aawarana
allotamJam A
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
OR. FROAGE.
58
BroadNIly,
Phone 1407.
040\e-efeaNfteetallanifteearglaet

8a

BUSINESS MEN'S LIFE INSURANCE CO.

4•111••••••11.1•..

W. A.

Agent, 1131 S.
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IN THE COURTS

Selections
are Easy at ,
Tbe New Store
otihe

1

i

5.
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Fine Furs

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
mai to !menet Christmas with her par$3,100.000 IN FINtii.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Reitz. of 1626
Broadway.
Would Be Paid by ice and Railroad
Misa Eulah Street has gone to San
Companies if Conveted.
Antonio. Texas, to spend the winter
Toledo, 0., Dee. 1Y.--The largest
with her mother and bet' sister, Mrs. list of
indictments ever returned in
John Welker,
the federal court ttere was returned
Mrs. Louis leinnebergor and child today when the
United States grand
have returned from Mt i'ernon, Ill. jury made
its report to Jurge Taylor
Mr. T. C. Pritt, of Pritt's lending, The indictments
around which most
Tenn,,
here )esterda) en route of the interest is centered were
those
to Nazareth academy, to iteeompan) against the
Ann Arbor railway and
his daughter, who attends school the Toledo
lee and Coal company.
there, home.
The Tilede Ice and Coal company
MT. W. 0. BrRt, Jr., and family was indicted on 155 counts
for rewill go to Britt's Linding. Tenn., the eeiving rebates on ice shipments.
The
last of this week to spend the holi- Ann Arbor railway was indicted on a
days
like number for grantOg rebates. The
Miss Olive Crichhouse of Mt Ver- maximum penalty is $20,0041 fine on
non, lii , is visiting her sister, Mrs. each count, If convicted on all the
Louis W. Ilenteetieelter. ef 21 t; South counts the fines would amount to
Third street
53,100,000 in both castes. Six indictments were returned against the
Greot Lakes Dock and Dredging company for flotations of the federal
eight-hour law.

1

People an,e1
liossaas4 1114•Ms

Fur Coats

The Most Sensible Gift

COMMUNITY

SILVER.

D. A. R. OfBeers,
Paducah Chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution, met yesterday afternoon with
Mrs. James
M. Buckner on Jefferson street. It
was the regular December meeting
and the time of the annual election
,of office's, so there was no program
scheduled.
In the absence of the regent, Mrs.
Hubbard S. Wells, the vice state regent, Mrs. M. B. Nash, presided. Mrs.
Wells had served the time-limit as
regent and Mrs. Eli G. Boone and
Mrs. Armour Gardner
were nominated for the office. Mrs. Gardner
declined and Mrs. Boone was unaniFur Sets
Fine Furs
mously made regent. The officers as
elected are: Mrs. El G. Boone, regent; Mrs. Charles K. Wheeler, vice
lit Retell OUTHOUSES.
regent; Miss Emily Morrow, secreto- TOLD
ENT4)MBED IIINEltS TO
r), Mrs. I. 0. Walker, treasurer:
Northwest Farmers Desperate F'rotti
ItteittiElte
Mrs. C. H. Chamblin, chaplain; Mrs.
Lack of coal.
us with Gold Fish and it is too cold Leslie Sonic,
registrar; Mrs. Claude
Miunespolis, Mliii . Dee. 19. for us to hold them, so come and
get Russell, historian.
The interstate commetce commistwo Gold Fish, Aquarium, Plants,
LOC.41L LINED.
After some routine business, a de- Stench of Itodlea .1,1mosi (Sere/ewe sion inquiry into Northwest transPebbles, Box of Fish
Food, one lightful course luncheon was served
Workers, Who %lust l'roceed
porations brought out facts of impound can Baking Powder, and that by the
Carefully.
hostess.
portance. Telegrams began to pour
Fine Art Novelty for thirty-five cents.
in
early today and
when reports
This
Is
the
last
shipment of fieh we
_For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Mee Iuire- Henale non.
were in from more than 20 towns It
-Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 1-2 will have tele season. It makes the
The marriage of Miss Maude Mccheapest and nicest Clirtetrues presBakersfield, Cal.. Dec. 19- Tele wge_clear that the commission had
Attractiveness of our Store
Broadway. Phone 196.
Guire and Mr. Auber Hardison took
rescue force at the Pelson works soil acted none too quickly in securing
ent. Biederman Grocery and Baking
---Roadruaster F. L. Thompson
place lest evening at S o'clock at the has eight
is increased by our display of Community Silver. Admired
feet to go before Hicks, tha the promise of co-operation on the
Co.
home of the bride, on West Trimble
and Track litmervisor William Mcentombed miner, can be reached. The part of the coal companies and the
-Large line unredeemed pledges street.
by all who see it-it would be more admired on your table.
The Rev J. L. Perryman per- work
Namara, of the Louisville division of
is of the most dangerous charac- railroads, for la some localities farwatches, formed the ceremony. A number of
ilandsomrst pattern on the market. Lasts a lifetime.
the Illinois Central, went up the di- 1 -Diamonds, high-grade
mers
been
have
ter
burning
and
their
fences
proceeds
very slowly. The
vision this morning. They had been ;genuine Parker Bros. & Smith shot- relatives and friends of the popular rescue will
not be effected before to- and the outbuildings. and In other
here looking after Improvements In guns, pistols, etc., et half price. Ike young couple were present and the nitrite
towns piles of valuable lumber were
occsalen was a very Pretty one
Cohen, 106 S. Second street.
the yards.
cut up into fuel to keep people from
At
the
mouth
of
the
shaft
The
where
bride
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
_The furnace is working all right
-When you order a rig from as
communication has been obtained freezing to death.
you are talking to one of the. pro- at the Broadway Methodist church R. H. McGuire, the city weigher, and with
the buried miners, faithful
is
an
attractive
girl with a large
1 Heavy plated Tea Pots, Creams, Sugars, Spoon Holders, etc. This
prietors or capable evrks (not a now and there will be prayer meeting
Improved Football.
circle of friends. The groom is con- watchers are almost overcome by the
at
the
hour,
regular
7:30
o'clock
this
class of goods is taking the place.of cut glass down east.
approaching
The
driver or hostler) who writes, files
close
the
footof
stench
of
the
dead
bodies, which have
evening subject, "Christian
Child- nected sith the Rhodee-Burford furbegun to deem. Added to this came ball season of 19s16 permits a sue
and fills the order at appointed
hood." Dr. Bolling desires to see es niture store and 13 a reliable and poptime. Palmer Transfer Co.
He Is a *on of Mr the repeated wettings and tuotinina• 'nary of the effect of the new r.
many of the members as pisalble out ular voting man
-A horse belonging to the Pude- tonight and is makiteg a specialty of James Hardison, of West
Trimble of the man below who apparently has The changes were dictated by m
street
Tbey will reside at 1330 at least lost ioneciotisneas
cab Bottling compan). drawing a de- Iii. prayer service.
protests against the danger and
Rescue cannot be effected before juries Involved to the old method, in
livery wagon, ran away this morning
-We have Slug Shot that will de- Trimble street
tomorrow.
•
from Norton to Jackson streets, cre- stroy all insects on plants;
which beef and brute force were the
Plant
aild‘
Hicks, the entombed miner, after conquering elements.
ating • greet deal of excitement.
alarithall teusity Wekling.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 49%
Food that wi:1 make plants grow.
Miss Maggie Hill and Mr. John asking if the information was to be
$1,50 books for 50c, the most um
Residence phone 1237. Prompt atWhen the changes were first tried
Brunson. 529 Broadway.
Philiey. prominent people of Palma. need In an obituary, gave the followequaled offer ever made, the Rose of
tention to all estimates.
IMPS.
conservative element in the game
the
ing
to an inquirer as his personal hisdfarihall count), were married SunOld St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed PEPER
FOR SALE-Ten lots cheap on
indulged in GlIrt•811013 as to making It
WILL CONTEST SETTLED day. They will reside near Palma. tory:
Isle, Tbe Man of the Hour, Dorothy
monthly payment to respectable colThe bride is a talented young lady
lie enlisted in Troop A, First Ken- a -sissy game." After a season's trial
ored penile
South Her Mountain Lover, Cape Christian Cornelius, Supposed Son. who teaches
McCracken Real Estate
school at Palma. She tucky cavalry, in 1998, and later the agreement is prectiealy uneueCod Folks, all go at this price, while
"Once he was a hammer- now he and Mortgage company. See L, 0.
Allow ed fillSee by Plaintiffs.
14 a cousin of Mr. S. A. Hill, of Pa- served in Company le Twenty-eigeth, moms that it bee Improved the game
they last at H. D. Clements & Co.
ducah. The groom Is a Wading form- and Company H of the Thirtieth reg- in action, permitted a wider variety is an anv.l." People say of Men who Sanders, 318 South Sixth street. 765,
St. Louis, Dec. 19.- The suit to er of Marshall county. He is an uncle iment of Infantry. U. S. A. lie was of aide and given more neve to head are a little "down on their Puck." A old Phone.
,-Fire iompanlesj;
r
1 and 4.
were called tø
three years In Manila se a soldier and work. The game is by no means free little of the right sort of want adence of City break the will of the late Christian of Mr Bruce Philley, of Padneah
vertising will change you hack 414110
Queer Things %lade From Milk.
Clerk Penry Bailey this afternoon at Pepe-, millionaire tobacco manufaccivilian. In the latter capacity he from injures, but the proportion of
front
the anvil to the hummer
1:30 fecloek. The roof caught ere turer, which has been on -trial for
sac
a
etoclety
Young
Girls Entertain.
cobbler. He Is 38 years old and serious casualties has been vestry reYou could build a house of milk if
FOR RENT-Elegaipt flats, Seventh you
from a flue, and damage to the ex- tbe past week in the circuit court,
Invitations were issued the week hes a married daughter, Mrs. Henry
liked, and it would be as strong
duced, and the liveliness and interest
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
came to a sudden termination today. by
Helen 11111, to her dance on Wagers, in Manebester, Ky.
tent of about $51) was done.
and lasting as though made of Aberof the game have ben enhanced In al-See the unristmas boxes oe Christian Cornelius. "known as Pe- the 26th at the K P het.
FOR STOVE WOOD Plione 1950 deen granite, says M. Glen Fling in
most equal proportion.-Pittaburg
Miss Lucite Weil has sent out.
per," had long been generally supfancy staeonery at The Sun office.
George Bundren,
Masbate h .
Technical World Magazine for Janposed to be a non of Christian Pe- also, her invitations for a euchre on
Ladle,' or Men"t Geld or Silprice; 44ec wit
ver. l'earl trinoutet' handles,
Pee The deintisfartem with the will Thursday afternoon of Christmas
COOK WANTED at once. Apply uary. Moreover, all the fittings
-James Simpeon, residing near was on account of the bequest to week at the :Standard (lob room.
could be made of the same substance
$7.50 to $13.00 Catered/tie
'
Pioneer Telegrapher.
32/0 Kentileky avenue,
Third and George streets, suffered a Cornelius, who *as
Both of reeve parties are for the
('leveland. Dec. 19.- Ep Wright, -roR
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
alleged to have
RENT-Furnished
front and they would outlive the finest ordouble fractal* et his right lee be71 years old, a pioneer commercial room, 421 Clark.
no legal or moral claim on Christian younger society set.
dinary material that was ever conlow the knee YeateraaT afternoon
telegrapher, for thirty years district
Peper's bounty. The suit was termiwhile working on the boat Bootie A
FOR ReNT--Four room cottage. structed.
nated after a conference' of the plainsuperintendent of the Western Un-'
Oratorio Rehearsal of Prisclpabs.
Billiard balls. combs fancy boxes,
No Such Penton Here.
Old phone 2070.
timber fell on tis limb. The Injury
ion in Cleveland, died last night. He
tiffs. who decided to 'deft Christian
There will be a rehearsal tomorwas dreamed by Dr. J. S. Troutman.
Capt. E W Crutnosugh today was
FOR SALE CHEAP--Srirrel-horse., and many other thing. are made
eas one of the first men in the
Cornelius' right to sheet In the es- row evening at 7:30 o'clock at the
and the young man was taken home.
notified that a telegram was in a lofour years old. Apply to E. C. Mc- front the new substance, galaiith,
tate.
home of Mrs. James Weep, 300 cal telegraph office addressed to "J. country to read messages by sound.
-For best coal and bundled kindwhich is made front milk.
He was an expert electrician and sev- Gee, 522 Jackson.
North Eighth street, of the princi- W. Crumbaugh."
_
ling, phon
and sent from Ter- eral
203, Johnston-Deaker
There is really no limit to the arroom
R
RENT-Five
1
cottage,
7
5
inventions
of
his
are
in
use
by
pals only in the oratorio cast "Mes- rell, Tex.. antionneingebe
death of a the telegraph compan)
Coal Co.
ticles
which can be made front galawith
1036
bath
Madison
street.
ApSilk Shawl.., all colors and
siah," that will be given by the father. Captain Crumhaugh does not
-We sell that Soot Destroyer teat
lith. It takes dyes readtly and innisei*. a nice remembrance, $1.00
P.
ply
IL
Dr.
Stewart.
Matinee Musical club in January.
know of any J. W. Crambaugh here,
cleans the pipes and flues, and ohm
ferior grades are colored. The best
to leseno.
HICKORY WOOD-Ptiones, Old
and has no relatives living In Terhave a little more kindling left at
remain white, however, for white
We have %wet received our
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Entertainment.
Holiday
Mary's
St.
442,
698.
New
Delivered
rell,
Tex..
promptly.
that
he
is
aware
of.
Biederman's.
X11113••
of Umbrellas, $1.00
galalith
brings the highest price to
The pupils of the Rt. Mary academy
E. K. Bell & Sons.
-New shipment high-grade shoes,
to $13.00
on North Fifth street will have their
cause of its similarity to ivory. The
Stacy-Adair. Stetson. Walkover and
equipped
ktunSALE--A
well
FOR
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
NO .&
annual Christmas entertainment on
first grade of white galalith is made
Keiser Neckwear and Turndry, Seventh and :ideals. Apply A.
Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike CoFriday afternoon at the school There
up into knife-handles. and it brings
mom are atwayn pleasing gifts.
eremith,
%Vint
Seventh.
South
51.S
J.
hen's, 106 S. Second St.
Hag yet, Been Appointed to the United are always elaborate musical and litalmost as high a figure as would so
are sole agents for this line.
We
room
vet,
FOR
dining
-Bed
SALE__Our ear of Oranges tisa gotten
States.
erary programs.
France Is • ewe-.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
room set, rug and
her article,. Ap- much ivory.
in. Five istindeed born of all a
Francis McClain. the girl hobo. Is
Gaialith is the best substitute for
ply
Tr
.
1455
o.rdaa.
and price's. Biederman Grocery and
Messrs.
Washburn
Lonle
and
London, Dec. 19.-Your corresstill in the city lockup, but Chief of
Baking CompanyWANTED---Girl to asTiat In house Ivory ever discovered, for it Is
Police Lolling does not intend to
t is informed today on the Tom Littie, of Benton, students in
-City suescrioers to the Daily
authority that no appoint- the Medical University at Louisville.
keep her there, at least he says he work in smell cottage. Amity. R'M smooth to the touch. retains its SP(I,
Sun who wish the delivery of the,
creamy tinting for years, is not
t of an ambassador to the United passed through Paducah this morndoes not know whet to do with her Kentucky avenue.
papers stopped must notify our col'
LOST-4NX terriei pup, brindle marr.d by soap and water, and, unes to succeed Sir Mortimer Ou- ing en route home to spend the holiand that the city lockup is no place
has been made. As to the re- days with parents.
lectors or make their requests di- rs
for her with no other white women with white collar. Notify 801 Ken- like celluloid, is proof against fire.
appointment of James Brice
Miss Carrie Kolley is seriously ill
Incarcerated. The mayor will probe- tucky avenuee telephone 1.519-A.
rect to The Sun office. No attention port
It does not chip or crack like bone,
FOR RENT-Cottage. 43.1 South and can be cut into the most delicate
will be paid to such orders when tbe most that can be seal is the ap- of fever at her home, 912 Harrison Wheat-Open.
Clime. by send her to Memphis.
pointment is not unlikely.
street.
Sixth street. Modern plumbing. Ap- shapes, being tough and not easily
78%
May
7R 14
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Mrs. Charles Horton and child
ply ellst South Sixth.
July
77%
77%
-Don't forget that we are offerbroken.
will go to St. Louis tomorrow to (bee8'
-40i- t RENT-- -Fti rtitiohed rooms over
ing Gold Fish cheaper than they can
In Austria, something like 100,000
Have you ever 'ern a woman
visit.
May
43%
N,inth
More
Sleetbe drug
and
43%
be caught out of the Gold Bea. -Oor
of skimmed milk are used
quarts
Sit
if
test
ions
who was not delighted with a
attending
who
Cave
Henry
is
Mr.
Broadway.
July
44
44%
Fisherman has overstocked us. and
daily for the purpose of making galapair of Silk Hose. Why not deRetool at Danville arrived yesterday Oatsthey must go. Come and see them at
terse
me
-- *AifITED--to rent one
light her with a pair this [max?
11th, and the Industry is largely on
to spend the holidays with his father.
May
our stores. Biederman Grocery and
36%
7t;
Reireerie hone work in faanhly of 3.
PHILLIPS & CO.
RUDY,
the Increase. The article describes
Cave.
the
W.
Rev.
E.
Baking Co.
PorkOM phone 148441.
Mrs. Armour Gardner went to
the process, of making this queer
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
.16.45 16 42
May
ANTED-To
buy 109 feet of iron
----AV
Memphis. Tenn., last might for a Cotton.-ffraternity building.
fence. G. W. Edwards, 117 South substance.
brief
stay.
Plane
Latent
Peary's
.
Jan.
9.15
9.16
-Wanted----Everybody to know
Third.
Dr. Richard Walker aiolved home
New York. Dec 19.-Friends of
Mar.
9.45
9.42
that our Fisherman has overstocbea
Didn't I tell yen Gest Bill was too
FOR ALL kinds of carpenter work
yesterday
from
months'
several
a
Robert
E.
the
Peary,
Commander
May
9.61
9.61
slow to live? "Why, Isio't 'e ten and
Harrison,
old
1609
Dodd,
M.
0.
apply
Arctic explorer, stated today that the stay in Dyersburg, Tenn.. and In the Strieknol
etona 83e.
done now?" "He's gone and got run
bolder of the farthest north record south. He is quite recovered front his
I. C.
1.71
1.70
HEN re-Three room cottage over by a hearsee-Tit-Illts. •
FOR
of 87 degrees 6 minutes, has practi- severe illness of the summer.
L. & N.
1.44
1.45
on North Twelfth street. Apply F
Mrs. Belle Linning, of Fulton, has
cally decided to make another trial
P. P.
1.RT
1.81",
Davis.
of
Visit
B.
T.
Mrs.
M. Fisher,
In search of the north pole, but one ,arelved to
Rdg.
1.43% 1.39%
The price of aneeeseeTTke that of
'Monroe stret.
unlike any of his former trials.
St. P
1.54
1.50",
FOR. RENT-Furiii;lied front room sisanps, is never reduced for any buyRev. and Mrs. J. W. Trion and chilIt, is stated that in his new atwith bath. Apply at Oehilechlseger'S er.
Mo. P.
93%
92%
tempt Commander Peary will remain dren, Katherine and Eloise, arrived
drug store.
Penn .
. 1.37
1.37%
by the vessel, sending sledge parties last night from Dresden. Tenn., to
Cop.
1.131
/
2 1.12%
FOR SALE--Oree broad wagon as
to cover the intervening 4511 miles spend Christmas with MTS. Irion's
Smel. .
. 1 .50
1.48%
as new, can be used for milk
good
'that rest' between Cape SheridanAhe parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Me
Lead
72
72
surrey
wagon;
also seeond-hand
base of operations, and the north Glathary, of North Seventh street.
C. F. I.
55
We offer the well known
54%
cheap. City Bakery. Phan k K reitoff.
Nashville,
It
Blum,
Suspenders
of
Pearl
Mies
in
silk
and
pole.
Le S. P.
1.04
1.03%
HAND-PAINTED Pillow tops, -decvisiting Miss Stella 'Levy.
Although he told been married 18
lisle, plain colored, com- orated oilcloth for dresser doilies
47%
U.S
47%
HopkinsChancellors,
Major,
Charles
Mrs.
of
years, be had spent 15 years of this
bination coloring and and opera bags by Mrs. H. H. Meyvale, Is visiting Mrs. J. T. QusAes.
time In among the floes of the greatMercantiles,
Displayed at Eley Dry Goods Co.
Miss Grace Gerelner, of Mayfleid, Is
embroiderd, in special ers.FOR
er north.
visiting Ws. Lawrence Albritton.
La Sonias,
SALE-Three cheap farms on
Judge Fleming Gordon wound up
gift boxes, offer oppor- short notice; five miles from city.
Principe de Gales,
his circuit court business yesterday at
See liok & Potter, 119 South„Fourte
tunities for selecting ex- street,
Let us show you our Purse
Smithatanci. He came here last night
Prelerencias,
line, suitable Xmas presents.
and went on to Madeonville this
cellent modestly-priced
BEND your clothes to the FaultPrincess Louisas,
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
morning.
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
favors,
Miss Nannle Terrell, of 229 North
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
Seventh ribreet, Was thrown from her
And several popular 5 cent
Phcoies 1507,
buggy by her horse which frightened
Bishop McCabe Mee
brands.
J. E. MORUACN. blacesmith, 409
explosion
at
of
cracker,
the
a
fire
19.- Bishop
York. Dec
New
Third. Old phone 467. Superior
S.
broken
waist
and
Charles C. McCabe, of the Methodist and suffered a
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
Episcopal church, died at 5:20 this bruised shoulders.
for fore stone side wire Urea, the
Me W. C. Bata will leave today for
morning. He was stricken with aporubber tires mad..
*Mat
spend
Deland,
Fla.,
winter.
to
the
plexy while walking on the street
'Mrs. W. 3, Decker and child have
roomers,
WANTED Gentlemen
last week and taken to New York
raeorpnrsted
gone to iminsville to spend Christ
private famin
witboti
with
board,
or
hospital,
where
succumbed.
be
rDRUCIOISTS
maP.
ily. All modern conveniences. EvME/45am)ElOY S OUTFITTERS
FlIsaIPsidvay.
bet Rene 190
Mr. I. 0. Walker and. wife have reNo children.
erything ft rat-clam
Turkey
Shoot,
turned front Atlanta, Ga.
Fourth and Jefferson
Right Bell atteitide Door.
\Airiness G., ears Sun.
E...stabli•b•a
ISiS
Inside Fair Ground Friday SaturMint ITMS Rehr hint reterned from
AVEIKICL--Maloo
CONTRACTOR
Streets.
day and Monday.
the conservatory of music of Cinchry and oncrete work a Specialty.
Nom

Rudy, Phillips

Co.

We have placed on sale
our new line of Furs,
bought specially to meet
the demand for holiday
gifts.
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The

Hart Also Has

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

4

40

e

I TODAY'S MARKETS

Christmas

Standard Cigars
in Small
Xmas Boxes

Suspenders

WOLFF'S
Jewelry
Store
Open
Evenings
Until
Christmas

R. W.WALKER CO.

A

Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled

50c to $7.50

Paducah
Saddlery Co.

Meiriarkix

t-

,p.
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THE l'ADITCAII EVENING SUN.

it M/AISTfRilf LETTEI
Of COMMENDATION"

OFEICE WRECKED
BY WILD ENGINE

)
10

WEDNI•:SDAV, DECE3111E11 to.

CURRENCY REFORM
MEASURE IS READYi

to snow or rain a

Johnston

awns

Barely Escaped Be-

Changes Bankers
' Bill

ing Killed By Hoot

FIVE 11/0 ACTOR/ES.

tin
Boa<

Pala*,

lir/tins.

Scabby

Details

grille-um in one night—it will always prevent
scold if Laken on coming in out of the wet.
Delightfully pleasant to the taste. Good
for children. Good for everybody.

Skin

Latter Knocked From Shed Tele- Pernteitettly
Tax on Emergency Issue It:tined to
Blood mum... It you
a, h., .111d
Jeliti,
1011 k Denier's
Three Per tient oni—The Teruse
.1iag he banes back and Joints. Itching
‘Inin nodding.
kkabby Skin. Blood feels hot or thin.
Are Quite Liberal.
Owanas COWL Risings and Bumps WI
the Skin. Macus Patches In Month, More
Throat.-Pfinplea or offensive eruptions:
COpper-COlared Sputa, or Rash on Wain.
are eon-dorm. or nervous; Ulcers on
I handled our situes whel i .usinees ha Quanah, sod know
E1'ERITHINt. IS IN CONFUSION any' pert of lb.
body. Hair or Eye- .4.310UNT THEY
M.I1 RELEASE.
what they arc "
KILV. WALTER GRIFFITH,
brows failing out. carbuncles or Boils.
Silverton, Teas,
Take Detente Bleed Baba. gassrenteed
to eure even the worst and most da epseated cases. Heals all wren, stops
Could the superiority of Diamond Brand shoes be
The office of the Johnston & Den- oh
04.pr
Washington, D. C., Dec. 19.—The
triw
che, ng.
na
splet"lik
ely
more convincingly shown? You are just as anxious
enCoal company on Tennessee tire bodyliti.o
into a clean, healthy condi- hour cammittee on banking and curfor good shoes as Rev.Griffith and it is equally worth
near the iUinols Central cross- tion. B. B. B. is tits recognised blood rency dericred
on making a favorable
remedy for these conditions.
g, was partly wrecked this mornyour while to insist that sour dealer supply them.
"
report on the credit currency bill
Caterer eared.
If you have a persistent Pimple.
: og by a switch engine. Mr. JohnsWert, Swellings, Shooting, Stinging which is hut sightly different from
Ask your dealer for Diamond Brand Shoes
•-ri was in the office when the acct- PaIns„ take Mood Balm
land they will the measure advocated bY the Ameri.rt. happened and ran out just in disappear befute they develop Into Can- can Bankers' association.
c• r
Many apparently hopeless cases .f
OA' to escape the roof of a 'coal ('ancer.
The bill provides that a tax of 3
Suppuratrng Swellings, Eating
DAIVOND BRAND
which telezcoped his main of- Sores or tumor cured by H. B. B.
per centum shall be paid by national
Ilasuste
Salm
111.
B.
B.)
In banks oa
e.
J/106$1,4ffERS
Pleasant and sate to take. Thoroughly
ceed4t currency equal to 25
The switch engine was No. 1705, tested for 10 yeara. Composed of Pure per centum of their capital. No
itotanic Ingredients Strengthens Weak
We MAKE AlO/PE ir/NE SHOES THAN ANY
charge of Foreman Joe Kelley and kidneys and W.'.k St.machs.
cures change was made in the prevision that
yugineer Cure .A car of coal was be- Dyspepsia. Sample seat free by writ. national banks may also take out a
OTHER MOUSE /N THE WEST
lag Blood Balm oo Atlanta. Ga Sold
-Irg set on the spur track to be un- by lirearrisit• xi per large
bottle or *est further amount of national bank
...aded Into the bins. The engine by mergers eireeald. Sold la Petleseab guarantee credit notes equal to 126
Ky.. bs R. . alker & Co, W. J. Gilper centum of Its capital with interest
..akes became defective and with a bert. tang Brea sad throy & list..
at the rate of 3 per centum
-ash the car ran Into the cos! shed.
The roof of the shed was burled inAnother change of importance
k lc)
made by the committee is toe one proto the main office and papers, books
l and everything
viding that national banking associanot nailed down were
tion desiring to take out credit notes
plied into a heap. Mr. Johnston ran
and having notes outstanding in ex, out and escaped injury
cess of 52 1,4 per centum of their paid
The entire coal office. by no means OFFICERS
OF COUNTY ASSO(1A- up capital
may redeem sueh ewes'a mall structure, was moved from
TIOX FOR YEAR.
without reference to the limitation of
i a foundations tour inche:-.
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
$ 3.000;40e each month prescribed by
the act of July 12, 1882.
Seeond The button holes or stud holes match.
ECUADOR REBELS ARE ROUTED
The bill as reported extend, the
Banquet Follow, Ruttiness% and EnThird—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed pt rfeetly
privilege of issuing credit currenc
tertainment Wee Enjoyed-Govenusent Troops KIII Eight tied
only to national banking institutions
and without injury.
!Visitor Prestent.
Capture Seventy In Skirmish.
which have been in busiest's olio year
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
and bare a surplus equal to 2e per
Guay *gull. ,Ecuador Dec 19
contain of their capital. National
the -hump" so often seen is missing.
Co'onel Serrano, in command of the
bank guaranteed credit notes, authorThe
Beery
ken
County Medical
No other like it in West Kentucky-. _Satisfy yourself by
giflerunient troop* on hoard the
ized
by the bill, may be taken out for
tociely
met In tha office of Dr. J. T.
sending its your laundry.
cruiser Cotopaxi, reports the arrival
Iteddick last evening and paused res- hone without deposit of United States
of the war ships at Puerto. Bolivar.
If
olutions of respect to the memory of bonds as now required by law
The rebel"' at Maehala retreated
the measure be pawed es reported by
to the late Dr. J.
R.
Coleman.
Follow- the house committee every national
Pasaje during the morning of Dec.
ing the adoption of the resolutions
I 5. Serrano attacked Panic and capbank, meeting the- requirements of
au election of officers was held, and
.the hill, will be permitted to lame
red that town. The losses of the
this was followed by an elaborate
emergency or credit currency in the
,br:s were eight killed, le wounded
spread.
form of $37.5.00 for every $100.0410
Aid 70 men made prisoners.
The
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth Si.
The officers pie( ted were as fol- ot
its capital. Bankers estimate the
it of the rebel' force retreated to
lows:
amount of additions' currency which
•-:tnta Rosa, wh.tre they are entrench
President, B. B. Griffith city: •lete the measure would afford
Visa
g themselves in order to resist the
at $2.00.president, F. W. Kimbrough, county; it iii,041s1
r
er advance of Serrano's force.
secretary. L. L. Smith. city: treasI he guaernment troops lost one man.
urer, Della Caldwell, city: censor, H.
Folknwtsg the Flag.
Die formal election of a president
T. Rivers, city.
When our soldiers went to Cuba •
a:11 take place this week.
Dr. Frank Boyd was elected a delegate to the state medical scseletj, and the Philippines, health was the
which meets In Louisville next Octo- most Important consideration. Willis
Carpet site rugs $13.00, $21
T. Morgan, retired commissary vetber.'
and 1123.0ii,
W S. Sinhe, a prominent phy- past U. 8. A.. of Rural Route 1,
Iti'DI, PHILLIPS & CO.
/Irian Of Rentati, was a visitor at Concord, N. H says
"I was two
the meeting of the McCracken Coun- years le Cuba and two years in the
ty Medical society last night and was Philippines. and being subject to
Cannot walk nor crawl away front you, nor he lost or
Mts. Beacon Street (during Miss
delighted with
the entertainment colds, r took Dr. King's New Discovstolen when deposited at 4 per cent compound interest
5114reeche's vocal solo)— "Do yeti and
elaborate banquet.
ery for Consumption, which kept me
enjm Howells. Mr. Porkham!"
in this bank.
e
In perfect health. And now, in New
Mr.
Foritham
(from
Chicago)
—
Open an account at ott-e and get yourself a start.
Desalt Freon Lockjaw.
Hampshire, we find it the best medi"You bet 1 don't. And if there's an- Never
follows an injury dressed with
c ne In the world for cough*, colds,
other verse to that song, I'm going Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. Its antisep- bronchia: tretubles
and al: lung disto get out."— Town and Country.
tic and healing properties prevent
eases." Guaranteed at all druggists
blood poisoning. Chas. Oswald. merPrice 50c and 81.00. Trial bottle free'
chant, of Renmelaersville. N. I..
aloquette Bugs 27%00 inch
writes: "ft cured Seth Burch. of
This place, of the ugliest sore on his
LOST!
ItUliY. PHILLIPS &
LOST!
LOST!
neck I erer saw." Cures Cuts.
The opportunity to please your
Wounds, Burns and Sores. 25c at all
wife or mother unites you buy
her one of those sets of table
Miss Simpleton—"I understand druggists.
linen and matching napkins at
that In some hotels one often sees
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
palms about the dining rooms What
kind of palms is the most promiA HOT FIRE
Will not be necessary of you buy
nent" Mr. DInewell—"The waitDeadly Serpent Bites.
one of our comforts or blankets;
ers."—Tit-Bita.
Are as common in India as are stomthey are the moot acceptable of
ach and liver disordet7 with us. For
Chrhstmas gifts.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
the latter however there is a sure
Moquette Rugs 30%12 Inches,
remedy: Electric Bitters: the great
a beautiful present. $8.30.
restorative medicine, of which S. A.
ItUDI. PHILLIPS & CO.
An Alerming Situation
Brown, of Bennettsville. S. C says:
Frequently results from neglect of 'They restored my wife to perfect
"T say. (hinge. Cholly's
awfully enexed bowels and torpid liver, un- health, after years of suffering with
bad." "No—weally.
. What's the mat- til constipation becomes chronic. dyspepsia- and a chronically torpid
ter?" "The shadow of a large house This condition Is unknown to those liver." Electric
Bitters cure chills
suddenly fell on him as he crossed who IIFS Dr. King's New Lite Pills: and fever, malaria, biliousness,
lame
the street yeaterday."--Funny Cuts. the best and gentlest regulators of back, kidney troubles
and bladder
Stomach and Bowels. Guaranteed by disorders. Sold on guarantee by all
SUIISCHIBE Plitt TRIC RUTS.
all druggisis. Price 25c.
drugg:sts. Price 60r.

V&A/4

cold comes.

Nu BELL'S
PINE-TAR-HONEY

Little

Uhasa«..
a
cured by talmia Ittmania-

"I have been trying to get some firm hereto put in a Fuse
of your shoes, as we base a hard time geeing a geed shoe
in this town. I believe it yow somU tabs the matierup, yew
can arrange IA101 Me11•111.
At CO. Se beadle"
Brand. '' 11..or no interest in the maw/ ealig that /met
to buy a gas..I
011(c in a <bile. You will remember that

Getitamat:
Last Noremter I wis Wain with•seVere cold
and mutt.. I L:sed broiessl ganderd espeekrant and was
ieast: I tart and amther standard
nee ler,tittei
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but ,
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yon may chJes..
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1 K. NOXIIIJI, Ob,Ga.
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Pr LOOK FOR THE BELL

ON fliE IMITTLE.1
,
1
cb r s • COW°
23 mots, 50 cents and $100
Prepared by E. E. SUTHERLAND MEDICINE CO, Paducah, Ky.

DOCTORS ELECT

We Use the King o All 0
Bosom Ironers..Why?
I

t-

After Exposure

Miniature Lamps
for Christmas Tree
Decorations
•FOR SALE

OR

RENT

Paducah Light & Power Co.
406 131,20ADVVAN'

STAR LAUNDRY

Your Money

Exhanics and
Farrn.:rs Savings Bank
210 Broadway

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Hylo Lamps

W. F. PacTas,
Prcsi lent

FL ROOT,
Cats Sr

F. POstinica,
a asistant Ceah!er

Citizen's Savings Bank
c: pits)

$t 100,000

Stiplas.
Stick

50,000

holdeis liabIlity

100.000

Toud security to depositors.

$250.000

Accounts] of individuals and fieMS solicited. We appteciate
Small aa well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment
Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third

and Broadway

TO LET
Several superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank

.41

HOLIDAY GOODS
On Display

Real Estate Agency,
FREE REAL ESTATE F-)RICE LIST
IFraternity Building

Both Phones 835
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YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

Pipes and Cigars for acceptab'e presents. Complete line on
display In Meerchaunis $2 50 up:
Briars II 00 to VS 00.
Clears packed 12, 25 and 50 In
holiday box -La Brazoria, La
Santa, RI Pricipe De Gales, La
Preferencla, Belmont arid General Arthur.
So Cigars packed 12 and 2.1 in
book boxes and cabinets.

The Smoke House
222 Eiroadway

When dwelling on the Plurn'dng or Heating question
i• :
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor
Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. 1—IANNAN
Plumbing, Beating, Gas Fitting
132 South Fourth
3.2/S KeinttstZky Ave.
H ath Phones 201

KILL"'COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS

Dr.King's
New Discovery

tearer

"Jane, don't you think that sweetheart of yonrs Is a proorastiregtor?"
"I've been senversethe It. mein, but
he alwaye uses a beset& perfumer and
oan't be sure.--Houeton Poet.

•I ftUG FOR XMAS.
Beautiful patterns and colors
Iii 114.11o:tie Rage 30%72 inch
*3.130.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

He (feeling Ms way) —"Do you
think you could ever be happy with
a men like me?"
Sh e —"W el 1, perhaps' if h walln't
loo much like You."—Bo"ton Transcript.

WITH

FOR

SUBSCRIBE FOR TIM SUN

oEns IN TPES'
cv
A '
rnY
make a nice Xmas preeent. We
hale a splendid line of all sizes
at from 30e to 1P2.51).
PHILLIPS & CO.

N
ot
C014111.11111PTIO
000" and
es

Priest
110e & $1.00
Free Trial.

8urest'r
4.2a quickest Cure for ill
THROAT and LITHO TROUL
WA,or MONEY BACK.

Silk Rose, all colors and
block, for $1.00 to $3.50.
!
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

We can all be happy if we jiwt
know how to go sheet being eo

227 Broadway
4111111111111111111211011111111211111100116111411111ffis

IT is UP TO YOU Foreman Bros. Novelty Co'.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

We guarantee our line of Jewelty
to be equal to the line carried by
any of the large houses. We
save you Twenty per
cent. If you are a conservative
buyer we Invite you to the above
reasonable saving.

Auction Sale
Is a wood kind of fake. We do
not have to auction our goods. We
meet every day with parties having
been faked. Be wine and do not
fall in the trap. Buy your Jewelry
from

PARRISH & PARRISH

House wiring, electric

plants installed.

Complete machine shop.
123.124 N.Fourth St.

Phones 757

GUY NANCE ec SON I
Undertakers
and Embalmers

AMBUL,ANCE 1--10112 /314..7/C

IINJURD

Open Dety and Night.
New Phone 3.34.
Old Phone 694
• 2 3SC:it/TM THIRO STREET

113 Sessills Third Stritist
The Hermit hiller:.

Mercy Is a its*Ity. .that has no
piece in the maintigaj infacOnscience,

recoived 11 new line ,,f up-t4).
'late Xmas moods

Subscribe for THE SUN and git the news
while it ;s news.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10,

LOST HIS FORTUNE
REFUGEES TO EVADE A WOMAN

TTIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
SN f/iffRNI TWIPIJORY.

5he

Latest

Develos et
Science,

of

!MIRA IS BURNING
IN SOUTHERN SKY

aledical

1

IfrEl XIIWN

P.1GE SEVF,111

Bad Stomach Makes
Bad Blood.
You can not make sweet, butter in a
foul, unclean churn. The st.niacli serves
as a chum in which (4, optat,' ,Irk
and disintegrate our ford as it
tieing
digested. If it he emits. eleggidt and
foul the result will
torpid, siuggisb
liver and bad, impure blood.
The ingredients of Dr. Pierce's lgolds•
Medical DOcovery are just such as base
serve to correct and cure all such des
rangernents. It is made up without a
drop of alcohol in its composition; chemically pure, trip:I.-retitled glycerine being
used instead of he commonly employed
alcohol. Now is glycerine is of itself a
valuable medicine, instead of a deleterious agent like alcohol, especially in the
cure of weak stomach, dyspepsia and the
various forma of indigestion. Prof. Finley
Ellingwood, M. D., of Bennett Medical
College, Chicago, says of
'In dyspepsia it serves an excellent purpose. • • • It moot the best manufactured products of the prnent Uwe lit its
action noon enfeebled disordered
especially If there is ulceration or stomw•ho;
catarrhal
gastritis(catarrhal Inflammation of stranaeb),
it is a most efficient preparation. Glycerine
win rolleve many cases of pyruels;heartburn)
and excessive gastric acidity. Ill.
woeful
chronic lnuntiool 4 oPelials- esPeciells In
flatulent variety, and in certain formstiss
of
chruolc ceesstipation, stitnuntuns the seen,
Wry and excretory functiuns or the tatestmal
elands.When combined,'newt the rleh t proportions. with Golden Seal root. Stone root,
Black Chearynark, Queen's root, Bloodroot and Mandrake root, or the extracts of
these. a.. In Dr. Pierce's Dokter' Medical
Discovery, Mere can be no doubt of its
great effivacy In the cure of all stomach,
liver and Int...tinsl disorders and derange.
Lent'. These reveral ingredlenta have
the strongest endorsement in all such
cases of such eminent medical leaders as
Prof. M. Dartholow. If. D of Jeffenion Medical College.('hioago; Prof Ifobart A liars.
MI),of If wheal Derartniant. University of
Pa.: Prof. Latina:cc .1011n.son, M I), Medical
d
epartment.
University of New York: ('rof.
ein M. Hale. If Ii. Malin •aiatin Medical
COlirlfe•ChleaffV: Prof .1, hn Ii Setrkier, M. It
and Prof John King. If. I). Author...4 the
Atnericlin Dispenoatory. and worn.' others
the leading inedn•al men of our land,
l!) can doubt the ourative virtues of
a medicine the ingredients of which have
such •prufearenen etriorsellient ?
Constipation curet by Doctor Pierce%
Plessaal Pellets. One or two•doss.
_

LEE LINE STEAMER

Ottawa, Dec. 19.-A discovery that
bids fair to revolutionise the theory
River Stagesand practice of rneditene. in so far as
Cairo
30.0 2.1 ri-e
John Novatne Has Traveled It relates to bacterial disemes, is now Star of
Leaves Cincinnati DecemChattanooga ..
Great
3.3 rise
being exploited in Canada. If the
Magnitu
de
and
Copyright,la* by Horner A Brothers
12 for Louisville, Evansber
Cincinnati
35.9
germ
1.4 rise
of any disease can be found,
Around the World
Puzzling Conduct,
Evansville
then by almost nsathensaticully exact
30.6 2.4 rise
ville,
Paducah, Memphis
CHAPTER Xl.
Florence
6.5 ... fall
method of increasing the patient's
and all way points.
E CATINAT in the meanwhile
Johnsonville
ability to &gem or kill off attacking
9.0 2.4 fall
was perfectly aware of the Strange Story of Austrian
Through rate to Helena,
Who Own- microbes, his complete recovery
12.8 1.2 rise
is Flares Up to Exceeding Brightness Louisville .
importance of the mission
ed Big Mine But Was Not InVickshurz
Mt.
Carmel
and Pine Bluff,
made
possible.
16.3 0.5 rise
which had been assigned to
and Then Wanes to Dull
clined to Marry.
Nashville
That, in brief, is what this discov...
2.1
Ark.,
arriving
Paducah Satrise
bins. He knew enough of the intrigues
lied Ghia.
ery promises to do for the sick. It
Pittsburg
16.0 2
and antagonisms with which the court
rise
urday,
December 15.
Davis island Dam -missing.
reduces the curing of Ms *Dilute to
was full to understand that every prean exact science, and. amsorcting to
St. Louis
caution was necessary In encrying out
6.5 0.9 fall
HE HAS JUST FIFTEEN CENTS
In.. Brown, superintendent of the genMt. Vernon
ids instructions. lie waittsi, therefore,
9.9 1.0 rise
HISTORY OF ITS OBSERVATION
Both Phones 1158-A.
teel
until night had fallen before ordering
htemiteli at Toronto, and his asPaducah
26.6 2.4 rise
sweimmumm•min
his soldier-servant to bring round the
'stunts in charge of the experiments
two homes to one of the lees public
The river rose 2.4 In the last 24
Moat°, Def. 19.-ss The Chroni- now being conducted there, le the
gates of the grounds. As he and his
must Important step In advance taken
cle today says:
A very wonderful phenomenon is hours, the stage this morning being
EVANSVILLE.
friend walked together to the spot he
PADIICAll
by meciasel ssienoe since Listerai disAND
now going unnoticed by the vast ma- 26.6 Business at the whir( is good.
The story of a man who has travgave the young A tuerIcan a rapid
CAIRO LINZ.
coveries !n regard to anesthesia.
('apt,
Mark
Cote
is
eled
going
Captain
half
way
around
jority
the world, and
of mankind. although within
sketch of the situation at the court and
Bewley one better In running the
plain right of everybody. It is the
of the 'thanee that this nocturnal ride most of the distance on foot, to
(Incorporated.)
Sparing
Dick Fowler. Oapt. Cole has gotten
Rod.
the
might tw an event which would affect escape the wiles of a woman, who,
star "Mira" visible in the southern the
Ilivaaortile and Padfield' Packets.
In the Delancey school advanced
Dick Fowler away ahead of time
he asserts, has matrimonial aspirathe future history of Frames
part of the sky, and upon the merid- for the :lust
two days. This morning
"Are you armed?" be asked. "You tions in which he figures as the pros- ideas are put into practice, says the
ian between Ii and 9 o'clock at night. the bread tot the Dick Fowler was
bate no sword or pistols?'
pective husband, was unfolded to the Yeuth's Companion. No pupil is ever
"No: if I may not carry my gun I Chicago police yesterday. Tlie tale in punished in any way, for the Individ- At about that hour draw an imagi- got down to the wharf a few minutes
had rather not be troubled by tool. which a flight from the United States uality of every child is considered too nary line from the North Pole star before5 o'clock tint the boat was out
that I have never learned to use. I to Germany and back
(Daily Bxcept Sunday.)
through the zenith and drop it about in the river.
to this coun- sac-red for represaion.
The Harry Rrown passed down at
have my knife. But why do you ask?' try again was
Steamers TO. Fowler and John S.
included was related
One day, soon after her enrceement halt way down the southern slope of
o'clock
this morning with a big tow
-Because there inns- be dallier. Mauy by John
Hopkins, les •• Paducah for E•ans
Novatne, half owner of a at the Delancey. little Molly arrived the sky, and you will see this marof coal from the upper Ohio river.
have an interest in stopping this marvine and wit., 'endings at 11 a. m.
gold mine near Prescott, Ariz.
vel,
a
brighr
second
home
from
school,
-magnitud
her face streaked
e star,
riage. All .the first men of the kingThe Chattanooga came back from
Special excursion rate now in efNovatne arrived in Chicago with with
of
an untieual color, shining in the Joppa yesterday and this
tears and her mouth covered
dom are bitterly against it. If they
fect from Padinah to Evansville aad
morning had
but 15 cents in his pocket, after havcould stop us, they woukl stop it, for
midst of a rat
with blood.
return, $4 ott Elegant music on the
barren, legion of to return to that point to receive five
ing walked all but seven miles of the
Mulght ut tweet."
car loads of freight. The Chatteboat. Table unsurpassed.
"My precious, what happened!" the heavens, whic
is
y4sown
to
distance from New York.
•"Rut I thought It was secret."
astronomers as the con ellation Ce- noogs will get away this evening for
Novatne, who 18 now 66 years old, cried her mother.
"There Is no such thing at a eourt.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
tus.
Prof. Pickering, of the 'Harvard Chattanooga.
The
little girl was soon pouring out
There is the dauphin or the king's first came to the United States in
The Clyde will be taken out on the
Leaves Padncah for Cairo and way
brother. !Saber of them or any of their 1.97, and went immediately to the her story in her mother's arms. John- observatory has just sent out the ways next week as
will the 1'. H. Dalandings at 8 a. in. sharp, daily asfriends would be right glad that we. gold fields of Arizona, where he as- nie Farnham, it appeared, had struck information. for everybody Interest- vis. from Joins of the C &
cent Sunday. Special excuulon rated'
E.
I.
ed, and every
intelligent
&mold be In the Seine before we reach- serts. he later acquired a half In- her and knocked out two teeth.
person fleet. December 27 the Maud Kilnow in effect from Paducah to Cairo
When Molly had been klweel. com- ought to be Interestsd. that Mira
ed the archbishop's home this night. terest in one of the largest mines in
CHILDREN SPIT ON FLAG.
has gore wil: arrive from Helena. Ark.,
and return, with or without mettle
that section. Then, according to his forted and washed, her father wanted reached a very exceptiona
Rut who is this?'
and room. Good music and table usThis towboat
l maximum to go on the ways,
A burly figure had loomed up through story, he returned to Austria, where to know how the teacher bad dean of brilliancy. It is brighter than
it formerly operated here for the mill MI.rvii...kimn Curse to the Country, surpassed.
the gloom ou the path upon which they he recounted his good fortune
to with Johnnie
lied:fres Senator Daboi.• Wire.
For further Information apply to
has been for many years past, and whose nanie it bears.
*ere going. As It approached, a col- relatives and friends. Again he came
Four Christmes trees were in the
S. A. Fowler, General Pass, Agent. Or
"She didn't do anything." said it therefore offers a rare opportunit
y freight
ored lamp daunting front one of the to the United States, but upon his
Inutight down by the City of
M'ashington. Dec. 19 - "Mormon- Given Fowler. City Pass. Agent, at
Moly.
for the study of those strange objects
trees idiom. upon the blew and silver of meond return to his native country,
*motile yesterday. The Memphis ism is a greater curse
"Well, whet did she say"
to the tout"- IPow ler-Cru m bau gh & Co's ogee.
-the variable stars. For the greater will leave
an °Meer of the guards. It wite Major Novatne's love affair began, as did
this evening, for the Ten- ir) than was slavery." declared Mrs Both phones No. IS.
"She called Johnnie up to the desk part of the time Mira,
di Bristow of De Catinat's own regi- also his subsequent financial misforwhich has nessee river.
Fred T. Dubois, wife of the Mahe
and said. 'Johnne, don't you know been known to astronomer
ment.
tunes.
The Rumen Lord arrived from St. senator, in
s for 300
an address at Wangh M WT. LOCH; AND TENNESSEll
"Hello! Whither away?" he melted.
"I was In a cafe In Paris one that was very awl-social?""
years is altogether unnoticeableand Louis yesterday and was coaling this E. church in !hie
city on "The EfRIVER PACKWT COMPANT..
"To Pane. major."
morning
night," he said yesterday, "when I
to start out again.
Indeed invisible, except
with tele-,
fect of Mormonism tit Education."
"I go there myself within an hour. made the acquaintance of
Another moclet barge was brought late
a young
Anecdote of Dow.
scopes. It once disappeared entirely
last night. She said that should
Will you not wilt, that 'vi' may go woman-a widowPUB TaNNENSIER RM.&
who at once
Lorenzo Dow, relates the St. Patti for a period of four years, hut af- Over from ths Island today to be re- President Roosevelt make a
together?'
trip
paired at the dry doekw
fell desperately in love with me. I Pioneer
through Southeastern Idaho
Press, on one occasion took terward attained ixtraordinary splen
he
-I am sorry, but I ride on a matter returned
Tomorrow morning the
the love f6r a time, but
Buttorff would no longer be
the liberty, while preaching, to de- don only to fade again to Invisibiliwilling to declare
glee
of urgency."
will arrive from Nashville and leave
soon I grew suspicious, for she askthat there. is nothing in the Mormon
nounce a rich man In the cernmunity ty It is a sun of great size, brighter at noon for
"Very good. Good night, and a pleasClarksville.
ed so many personal questions She
question. Six United States senators,
ant ride."
This Is the he Fowler's day to
wanted to know the value of my recently deceased. The resul. was an than our sun wh•n It shines as It is
she said, owe their tsection to the
-Is be a trusty man, our friend the
Evaumelle but
mine, and she wanted to know ex- arrest, a 'trial for slander and an Im- now doing, but some troub'e, some arrive from
that influence
maJorT' asked Amos Greets glancing
of the Mormon church. She
actly how much money I was worth. prisonment In tb, county tall.
solar disease, appears to be tapping steamer will be }ate. The John S. reit
cited the attitude of Senator
backHopkins
After
Dow
got
limbo
was
not
of
out
anbe
mach
late yesterThen she suddenly
its vitality, and it resembles a Paproposed marProctor. of Vermont, and Senator Lows Paducah for Temnessee Mese
"True as steeL"
day.
nounced that he Mould preach at a tient
almost at the last gasp. Once
"Then I would hare a word with riage. I was surprised at the offer,
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
Three of the Leslie fleet are anchor- Hopktne. of Illinois, for their attisermon
given
time
about
"another
a
but
Insisted.
she
'I
will
marry
you
DIM." The American hurried beck
In about 331 days-but the period is ed in Paaucah's
tude in the Smoot case. in (eosins A. W. WRIGHT
winter
harbor
Waage
now.
whether
rich
man."
you
like it or not.' she said,
The populace was great- Irregular-i
along the way they hail come, while
her address Mrs. Dubois' said: "Mor- ILGENE ROBINSON
t has a sudden accession The Bald Eagle. Spread
PAS:e end
Cloth
but I decided right there that there ly excited and a crowded house greetDe (satinet stood chafing at this
men
children In Utah and Idaho spit
of energy, and flares up for a little Cape Otrartlea u.
tinThis company Is not responsible
tiecessary delay. It was a full five would be no marriage. so I left."
ed his appearance
npon the American flag."
while,
with
The
Dick
several
Fowler
hundred-fold
brilwill not run in
for Invoice charges unless *climbs&
The miner then told of his flight
minute,' before his companion Joined
With groat solemnity he opened the
liancy, only to rink back into a dull the Cairo' trade during Christmas
by the clerk of the boot
bilk and the her; hazed of the French through various European countries
and read, "And there was a rich
red point, that nearly escapes the week but will be pulled out on the
and of the pursuit of the widow. FiSoldier was hot with impatieuce.
man who died and went to-" Then,
Give her one of oar Gift Cer-ken of the telescope. One Interesting ways for slight repairs. No steamer
NEW St'llittltilIERS.
"I think that perhaps you had hest nally he embarked on an Americantincatee. lame' worry about .4.etc:meths short, and seeming to be studride into Parts at -your leisure," my bound steamer and arcved In New
explanation that has been suggested will take the Dick Fowler's place In
1er-ring
a
presient.
Hay
one
of
one
deoly
impressed,
the
continued:
short
he
time it will be out.
friend." said. he. "If I go Amu the York last October. The day after
List of new subscribe-rt. Added by
is that the surface of Mira periodi(s•rtiticates, emitl it to her for
The Georgia Lee left
Memphis
king's serviee I cannot be delayed landing he learned. for the first "Brethren. I 'hen not mention the cally burst
the
Ease Tenn -see Telephene Colninto a vast flame of burn- yesterday
Xnyno
sad then let her select her
for Cincinnati and
will
whenever the whim takes you."
time, he says, that other persons in- place this rich man went to, for fear ing hydrogen, so
pany today:
great and powerful pass here Thursday.
own present. It will he append.
"I ant sorry." answetied the other terested la his mine bad defrauded he has some relatives In this congreatml the more.
Captain William Rollins has gone
quietly. "I had something to say to him out of his share and had sold gation who will sue toe for defama- that it Is visible across millions of
3011-Province, J. R.. 414 N. 6th,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & (X).
milllints of apace It Is a star for the on the Russell Lord as pilot.
your major. and 1 thought that maybe the property to a corporatio
character.
of
tion
"
n.
6116-1-Avals Capt. E.. Stiles
imagination of a naftte, and it is
I might not see him again."
0111elall Forecasts.
The once wealthy
and much
The effect was Irresistable, and he
405-r-Biedertnan Dist. Co
"Well, here are the horses." said the sought after
The
Ohio
Evansville
at
worth
S.
anybody's
and
Mt.
while
to take a look
miner passed the night made the impreseion permanent by
bud.
guardsman as he pushed open the on
Ickiingtou rirstoftice.
at It now when it is in an agony of Vernon, will continue rising during
a cot In the municipal lodging taking another text.
2962--Evans, W. D.. 1219 Tenn.
postern gate. "Have you fed and waWashington,
Ixes 19.-Charles
burning, because there Is reason to the next two days. Maximum stage
house. Today, he says, he will re42-r --Grubbs. Owen, 219 Ky. Av.
tered them, Jaques'?"
at
Berryman
Evansville
tendered
will
probably
his
approxiresignstIce
s
sume his long walk to Arizona,where
believe that the time Is coming when
"Yes, my captain," answered Me
No Other Coarse.
as
postmaster
mate
30
or
of
31
Lexington.
feet.
At
Padncah
and
and
two
he will seek to regain posseesiion of
every star in the sky, not excepting
man.
The daring explorer had reached
Cairo will continue rising during the factions are here, each with a candiWe have in tte se•ey over 3,0011 subhis mine.
the sun, will have to confront a sim"Boot and griddle, then. friend Green,
next four days. Maximum stage at date T C. Walker, secretary of the scribers or five times as many as the
the north pole.
and we shall uut draw rein again until
-Wee, which way now?" piked his ilar strnggle for existence, just as Cairo will probably be above 32 feet. Pate executive committee, is one can- Independent company; outside the
we see the lights of l'aris."
every mortal being must some time
lie te endorsed by Richard city and within
The Tennessee at Florence, will didate
astestant.
HE LOST HIS WIFE'S
the cornty we have
For a mile or more the comrades
Ernst and Congressman Edwards.
see death.
rise during the next 24 hours. At
Favor
irresolutel
by
The
neglecting
y
explorer
looked
to
63 times as many subscribers as the
buy
her
galloped along. The road was very
Milward
is
other
the
candidate.
Johnsonvil
le, will rise during the
one of thosie pieces of fine fur at
around the horisom
Independent company. Yet it will
dark. and It was hard but for the loom
H s peeked by John W. Yerkes.
next two days.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & (X).
upon either Fide to tell where It lay.
"Dashed if I know!" he muttered To TWFATIGATE ANDF24 TRIBES.
place a telephone in your residence
The Mississippi from Chester to
De Catinat at least found it so, and be
at the same rate the Independent cons
Then his brow cleared.
slightly above Cairo will continue
peered anxioneer over his horse's ears
Expedition
Prom
Harvard
Start'.
"We've
foe
pany is supposed to charge, and pro"Can't you see?" he said
Everybody
buys
Handkerfelling
sad stooped his face teethe mane in
South America Today.
No Danger of Tariff War.
vide in additem, !..r.g distance facilifound ell the north there is. Wen
chief, for Xma. and if you don't
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will
hie efforts to see his way.
Ber len Dec. 19.-The spirit show n have to go soothe"
ties which will enable you to reach
see ours you certainly bps
fall Wednesday.
"What do you make of the road?'
Cambridge. Mess., Dec 1.-.One
by the American Tariff Consumers in
fully fifty million people from your
Merely stopping long enough to
both
ey
and pretty *eleche asked at last.
of the most important ethnological
tions
home.
"It looks as If a good many carriage their inguLry into precisely what the eat another dog the party startefi in
expedition
.
In
history
the
Hervard
of
German government desires and its
RUDY. PHILLIPS &
wheels had passed over it today."
the general direction of the south pole University will leave tomorrow:, unWe show the large* assort"What! Mon Dieu'. Do you mean to reasons therefor hen caused the Ger- --Ohleago Tribune.
ment of Puree* In city. In style,
Call 800 for Dinner information.
der the leaderehtp of Dr. W. C. Parasay that you can see carriage wheels man commissioners to feel confident
in quality, in prier. Why not
de.,
America
make
for
en
to
South
,
that
understand
an
ing,
so
far-reachthere?"
give her a parse for Xmas.
To Piano Buyers".
Sveettgation among the Indian tribes
Inn that ttre Idea of is tariff war must
"Certainly. Why not?'
We will take up any certificates nt
RUDY, PHILLIPS & cO.
THE LLMIT.
of the Andes mountains. The party
"Why, man. 1 cannot see the road at be excluded, will be reacted. _This
aifiti
credit you rms. bold from 825 to
!
ST
8„)116,
Tas
Epni
llOT
,
will include Mrs. Faradee, J. Is
You need not feel that you
hopeful view is expressed by the news
all."
$100. and altow you eredir for them
have to go the limit of extravaDe Milhau and J. W. Heetings, of the
Amos f ireee laughed heartily. "When patient, which tidal' give ProlnisoSe.
Peabody museum, and carries' letters CHANGES iN BRITISH CABINET. on our pianos st like prices W 1'.
gant prices for that Xmas presyou have traveled In the woods by '0 reports of the dinners given last
Miller & Bro., 518 BroadwaV.
ent. Let us show you the pretfrom President Rooeere/t and Seerenight as often IAA I have." said be. night by the American assoriation of
a
tary Root to various government On - Herbert Gladstone May Leal's. Hanle
tiest rug in tovrn for $3.30.
•
"when to show a light may mean to trade and commerce in honor of the
Newest and best hotel in thi city.
clods in South America. The general
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lose your ?lair, one comes to learn to American and German commissioners.
Office and Others Will Resign.
Rates S2.00. Two large sample
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oversight
expedition
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lies
with
Use one's eyes."
Lohdon, Dec. 19.---The first of the
professor F W. Putnam, profemor of impending changes in
rooms, Bath rooms.
-Then you had best ride on. and I
HIM
Electric
the cabinet to
shall keep just behind you. So! Hole!
'American archaeology and ethnology be aanounced
That Ole wonted kid gloves. and
THAT'S IT
lignta. The only centrally located
Ia the resignation of J
HE FOUND HIS CHILD
Cough yourself Into a fit of spasms :Led et Harvard, while the expense will be
Whet is tbe matter, now?"
that they must he bought front
E. Elks, parliamentary secretary to
A Fur Set for L'hrintmas, the
hotel in the city.
then wonder why you don't get writ.
There bad been the sudden sharp
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
If you will only try a bottle of Bat met by an Intereeted graduate whose the India office He II leaving on acmost serviceable and acceptable
nap of something breaking, and the
lard's Horehound Syrup your cough name Is not disclosed.
Casistecial Pitman Waited.
count of 111 health and is going &browd
gift at
will he a Shinn of the past. it Is a
American had reeled for an instant In
recuperate,
InPlionla.
positive
Coughs,
to
underittobi
cure
for
It
is
l
Walter
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
the saddle.
Bronchitis and all
(nonce. a
Runciman, parliamentary secretary to
Stake the average man to a drink.
One bottle will convince you. At rim
"It's one of my stirrup leathers. It
L.WE CFRTAINS.
the local government board, will suc- a square meal and a
druggiet. 25c. 5Cir and $101.
has fallen."
good cigar and
Sold by all druggists.
..... $1.00
3 yards long
ceed him. ft Is stated that the Mar,"Can you find it?"
he care. rnt how wage the word
Remember the Me)lie.
$1.30
33 yards long
quis of Ripon, hard privy nest, and flit
"Yes, but I can ride as well without
BonOlulti, Dec. 19.-The ,Japanese
$2M0
33‘ yards lone
If Fowler, chancellor of the Duchy
It. Let us push on."
(Incorporated.)
.
SHE LOST AN OPPOWTU!GTY
$2.30
3% yards long
of !Amager, wig resign, and It is
"Very good. I can Just see you consul here says that the visiting
MEAL 1112-315 Irsolvey, ss1 SiggitlE
handsome tailorbuy
To
our
of
equadron
3%
which
33.50
yard
arrive
will
HonoWong
in
rumored
Herbert
Gladstone
that
will
now."
27 Golleir,
s113 15 st•it•• POSITIONS Da
made mite at half price by fail$3.00
yards long
cared or money fritSCNDED
leave the home Mines.
kimo teach my
They had galloped for about five lulu in February, will not proceed to
NAIL.Catalan, will loosince eon
1 1.4'
San
ing
Francisco,
PHILLIPS
to
once
at
originally
call
CO.
RUDY,
at
as
&
intended,
minutes In this fashion, De (Satinet's
nrosetworto Tan INST. Call or wma for
because
RUDY, PHILLIPS & (X).
a repetition of the Maine discatdogue.
horse's head within .a few feet of the
other's tail, when there was a second aster Is feared, owing to the ailegial
You want something to pleas.
snap, stud the guardsman rolled out of overwrought condition of American
The. man who talk, ludest about
her for Xmas. Well just send a
the saddle on te the ground'. He kept feeling,
set of our Keisser Collar and
"Where are yon off to In etieh
his bank account has the slimmest
his grip of the reins, however. and
Cuff seta,
hurry?"
balance.
was up In an instant at his horse's
"Don't stop me, for goodneas sake'
PHILLIPS & CO.
Manufacturers of
Romovol to Third aid Iosticky
head.
We heartily recommend one
I am going to ary boss' funeral, and
Book
"A thousand thunders of heaven!"
Binding, Bank Work, Legs
line of REDO Kid Gloves, as a
there Ie nothing he hates no much as
he cried. "What was It that happened
anti tibroinr Wen* a Ameba.,
u n pn nct nailt "-Margen dor ter Blat
pleardng gift and Inexpensive for
"Handsom
is
e
handsome
that
The Prices Below
then?"
ter
the giver-all colors.
does" is rattle= applicable to
the
"Yam leather leati Tone too.•
RUDY.
PHILLIPS
Sell on installments and
&
CO.
**Two stirrup leethers in flee minman with a three-days' set of whistite;:"
take old Instruments in
kers protruding from his complexion.
Gold !The!! Crown, 22k
$3 60
Portiere in tapestry and rope,
(To he Cositimsee.)
exchange.
-Chicago News.
a splendid showing, at $13.:50
Gold Fillings
25I sustLy stersor
13rookport, III.
1 00
•
row sip
o nil $15.00,
Silver Fillingli,
60
Rates $I a Day.
csrmAint
Entitling 0
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.
Plate Filling*
.75
Mnt J. A laden, Prilltigross.
Fancy lime !Supporter«
will
Hand Embririciered
Bridge work and all grades of
1
Linen
make a the yet inexpensive gift.
/riP1
plate work guaranteed. Painless
nevem, Doylies. Scarfs, Table
E. P Bourquin tuner.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
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with "The Man of the Hour," a new
play that intermingles political graft
of the modern up-to-date variety
with an interesting and effective
love story. The 8avoy has encountered rough sledding this season
ever since "The Chorus Lady" wa,
moved out to make room for a series
of attractions that didn't attract.
At the end of next week Mr. Savage will withdraw "Madame Butterfly," with a record of fifty consecutive performances at the Garden
theater, thus exceeding any previous
grand opera achievement in this
country. The following attraction at
the Garden will be Mr. Sage's presentment of "The Student King,"
with score by Reginald de Koven
and elth Una Abarbanell as the
leading feature of the cast.

THEATRICAL POTES
WAWAWNWWWWWWIAMMINANIMA

I smusetnents it the theaters in spite
Texas Sweethearts.
'Texas Seee,bearts" with those / of the fervid and sometimes hysteriAfavoritem, Alan Villair and pretty cal opposition of the.clergy and flabwith the hatarlans In general.
Pearl Lewis-- the girl
Vaudeville
wonderful hair-- playing the leading , converts are given Sunday afternoons
parts, will tool) be here and the man• and evenings In a large number of
agemeat assures an enjoyable even- our places of amusement, and therm
ing. Both the leading people and
are almost wittwat variation jammed
play ate highly spoken of wherever
,te the doors by crowds who are quite
appeared.
We
append
a
they have
accept the inadequate
notice: Lexington, Ky., Herald April willing to
an absurd law
2, 1906-- "Villair and Lewis were shows provided under
splendid, and the play intensely In- that enables performers to do much
teresting. Curtain calls were numer- anything they like upon the stage so
ous and deserved. Miss Lewis' sing- long as they do not wear fancy costume, or indulge In acrobatic feats.
ing made a genuine nit'
The Empire theatre announeComing for one night and matinee. For example the spectacle presented
The Kentucky Saturday, December by Mark Murphy last Sunday when ments are: December 24, for fife
22
he appeared In full dress clothes il- weeks. Maude Adams, in "Peter
lustrating a stage act devoted largely Pan." January 28, Ellen Terry, who
sale for Mansfield.
to carrying coal was altogether in- cypes to America under the FruitThe tbket sale for the Mansfield
congruous. But the spectators ap- man direction: February 18, Ethel
*eructate:au begins at The Kentucky
I4arrymore, who then begins her anplauded quite as heartily as if Mur-.
tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.
Mansfieid playa "Beau Brumnael" phy had been "made up" for the part nual engagement at this playhouse
he was playing.
Miss Barrymore In all likelihood will
Cbrist ma, Eve,
carry the Empire season well along
Nat Goodwin's determination to toward its close.
Lula Glaser to Wed English Actor.
New York, Dec. 19.--Mbis Lulu close his season through physical
1.16AN'TiER RICHARDSON.
Glaser, 011.. IA the youngest stars on illness will cause a great deal of disthe .amerioan stage, is engaged to be appointment to the wide circle of adENTOMBED MINER NEAR RESCUE
he silt become the bride
ui,irr'eiL
mirers of this gifted player. It is
actor,
English
an
Herz,
Ralph
of Mr.
probable that when Mr. Goodwin ttork of Excavation Grows Periitess
who was rormeri.) leading comedian
but Release is Expected Soon.
In her tsimiaiitly At her home In this withdraws from the road he will
city last night the actress conftrtned proceed to Southern California for
the news of her engagentent, but the remainder of the Inclement sealisikersfield, eat . Dee 19.— ODky
would not say whet) the wedding son, devoting himself alike to physi- a few feet of earth now separate
would take Place.
cal recuperation and the perfection Hicks, the entombed miner, whoLehas
of his hotel and clubhouse scheme been entombed In the mountain of
granite for more than a week, from
600:ssislaialssIsisis'srl-e-a.:.-Xw1slaIe7asis:wIs:aT414 near Los Angeles.
the outside world, and his release is
expected tomorrow morning The last
Forrest Robinson is going to be of the granite
has been tunneled to,
"featured" by Charles Frohntan in a the rescue drift and now the
work te
February presentment of a new play being dune In loose earth.
The work le becoming dangerous
New York, Dee. 19.—An attrac- by Augualua Thomas, called "The
The piece was on account of the loose formation Kv
tion that ()mimeo; to town kort prior to Witching Hour "
err foot In advance Is being heavily
Christmas is Walton Lackaye, who, on originally produced in a one-act form
timbered and braced with iron supThursday evening, December 20, at the Lambs' club, with Mr. Robin- ports to
guard against a cave-in
son
in'
the
chief
role,
and
it
scored
Manhattan
the
possession
of
takra
,
Eighty-seven of the ninety-six feet
theater with -his own dramatisation such an extraordinars impression the drift has been eompleted.
of lingo's •'1.es Miserable.," present- that the dramatist was induced to
Stinchtleid has just reported
ed under the title, "Law and; the expand the story into three acts, Mr. that the miner Is In good spirits and
Frohman snapping up the rights with Is anticipating the time when his
man."
Quite the most talked about man In prompt decisiveness. Mr. Robinson friends w114 break through the walls
He will he reached
New York just now Is Oscar Ham- is now playing In the company asso- surrounding him
from the bottom so as to avoid dismerstein, whose grand opera venture ciated with Laurence D'Orsay in the
placing the toms of debris over him.
is creating a much more widespread Thomas comely "The Embassy Ball"
Arrangements for caring for Hiek,
stir than it has been given credit for. but will be released for the new pro- after he is rescued have been made
reluctanceeto
duction.
owing to an apparent
The miner will be blindfolded so that
the light will not affect his eyes, anti
admit the portability that a new enterprim, however vast and however
Richard Carte transferred from then truaced on a stretcher, which ten
well conducted, can posalbly cut any Daly's theater, will be seen for three emplotes will carry through six miles
considerable figure acaizst the old- weeks at the New Amsterdant In of completed tonne; to the eompany's
hospital.
establiened Metropolitan opera house "The Spring Chicken," which has
Institution
It is undeniably the fact been one of the real hits among thei
l'Eltall.aN Vitt)%1'N PRINCE ItEI(;NI4
Mat Mr. Hammerstein Is preeenting numerous suecessful musical shows
his operas upon a scale of magnitude of the season in New York
After Will Hold Throne of Shalt So Long as
and munificence conalderab“ beyond the New Amsterdam engagement Mr.
That Monarch Is Ill.
the Conried limitations and It is none Carle will start upon a tour.
the lees certain that the people who
Teheran, Persia, Dec. 19.—The
patronise opera bemuse, they love
The Messrs. Shubert solemnly as- crown prince is king. A prociantamusic are rapidly falling Into line as severate that they played to approxi- don will be issued tomorrow stating
the mast mtineat and ardent support' mately 960,000 last week at the that he reigns no long as the shah's
era of the new enterprise.
Hippodrome. As the biggest of the illness con(inues. The situation today borders on the coin-teal. The enmany weeks registered by Thompson
tire town Is given over to ovations to
"The Rose of the Rancho" has ob- arfd Dundy
in this establishment the crown prime, who la now here
viously come to town to stay until the reaefied only $47 000, there are not and who Inhabits one of the pa:aces
arrival of hot weather. The career man) who view the present announce formerly occupied by his grandfathers
of this romantic drama Is but a repe- merit iA a receptive and trusting wives. The streets of Teheran pretition of that of each of its predeces- spirit.‘
cent a festive appearance. They are
r
full of carriages: ministers, soldiers,
sors at the Belasco theater.
the famous Bactiri I woid troops) In
William A. Brady and Joseph R.
their blue uniforms; the 11%rmeatshes
New York Ix apparently- drifting Gristlier seem to have Pulled off a
dressed In red, eunuchs and troops of
Merely but with certainty to Sunday genuine hit at the Savoy theater the guard galloping wildly hither and
thither. in fact, a great tamaarha car
festive') has begun.
The name of the crown prince is on
.,tery tongue. None talks of the ill
`IL
onarch, who, by the way, is excep,onally well today. He called his
ministers together and made the remark that now that Prince Valihad is
Ihere and is well, they can take the
shah on a pleasure trip abroad. Consternation reigns owing to the phe25 Doz. All Linen Hemstitched Table Covers,
nomenal recuperative powers of the
Dresser Smartt:, round, square and long; regular
monarch, who belies all medical diagnoses and cheats the prophecies of the
The value; apeeial.
49C
doctors. Vallhad's presence here does
away with all possibilities of eourt in25 Doz. All Linen Table Covers, long and square,
trigues against ills peaceful succes50e value..
— 35C
sion.

25 Doz.,. All
quality

Linen Scarfs, Tray Cloths,

25c

Hand Drawn All Linen Pieces of all kind.
See
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OUR YARDS ARE WELL STOCKED WITH COAL

window display for the 49e quality.

TODAY AND
TOMORROW

411.1111.11.110111.1.11111101.11111119111111

111111111.111111111116111a

Family Trade a Specialty. Prompt Delivery

Try a Load of Our

TRADEWATER COAL
Or, if you prefer,

Lump, per bushel + 15c
Nut, per bushel = = = 14c

No Dirt.

Free Burning

For Quick Service call up 254, both phones

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated

C. NI. Riker, Local Manager
Yards,Foot of Ohio Street.

Fleet, Meyers Street

ma
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CHRISTMAS REMOVAL SALE
At Pollock's Jewelry Store
in the midst of the Christmas shopping season,
RIGHT
Pollock, the Jeweler, continues his great Removal Sale,
for, by January 1st, we must be ready to move from our present quarters at 640 Broadway. Every dollar's. worth of our
fine Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry must be sacrificed, for
we wish to move as little stock as possible.
Being manufacturers, we inake prices which no other
Paducah jeweler may hope to match. Christmas is only a
few days off and it will pay you well to buy Your gifts from
the maker. It's true we are a little out of the business district, b4 the chance to save half on Christmas Jewelry should
be inducement to bring you an extra block or so to our store.

• =1.

IP,

.-.

I'ts in the Empire Flat Building.

We have now just received a
special assortment of Furs for
the holiday shoppers.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

Former Policeman Here.
MT. E. B. Wallace, formerly a Paducah patrolman, is in the city for
the first time ;n over two years. He
came to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Herlan Wallace, his sister-in-law. He
left Paducah two years ago last September. He is employed in railroad
ahotss at Little Rock, Ark., -as coach
painter,

A. POLLOCK, Jeweler
640 BR.OAD WAY

EMPIRE BUILDING

Just in By Express
50P Hand Purses and Card Cases, 'prettiest assortment ,
ever shown In Paducah; au i leather. Price& 98c to 810
See the special lot we are showing for..$3.50 and WOO
Can't be beat.

NOTICE
at .re closes at 9 o'clock evenings and WE will not

be open at all on the 28th. We are sure you will ap-

Ladles' or Gentlemen's Initial
Handkerchiefs, half doz. in hoz,
Mc, 00c, 7fic, 90c, $1.110.
RUDA", PHILLIPS & CO.

—Five hundred score cards for
sale at The Sun office—twenty-live
cents each.

preciate this in

OGI1LVIE'S
Thep St _ire

hat

PIIIMMIP/S•

Gloves, black,
Long Kid
white, green, tan, hermit, 16
buttons, all snipe, at 041.50 pair.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & Co.

You can never tell abolit
mac%
bnips by the ehte of Iris bat band.

1

PITTSBURG COAL

1

LINENS

WEDNESDAY, DPCP.MBER 19.

HOT EL .t1tRIVAIS.

J. S. Spargo, Pittaburg; J. F. Penrich, D3eraburg, Tenn.: J. T. CussPalmer--W,
Galway, Cincinnati, bell, Nashville; H. .1. Lannon, NashJ. G. Palmer, HopkInsvIlle: R. C. ville
Nall, Evansville;
H
Doznard,
Louisville; C. W. Berger, Cincinnati:
lilattell'a Carpet Swtaper. 112.50
B. Nagel, Jr., Bremen, Germany; W.
to 0.00.
R, iltichberg, Cinetnnatf; W. Tr, BagRUDY, l'H71.1mIPS & CO.
gees, Louisville; R. Elle I n Jeffersonville, Ind.; 0. M, Hoffman. Vicksburg, Mies.; J. H. Harris, Youngs—Score cards for the game Five
town, 0.; J. B. Mien, Guthrie; H. H.
Walla, Bedford, Ind.; C. F. Bridges, Hundred for sale at The Sun oats
Memphis; M, B. Overly, bottiaville; at 26c.
S. D. &ries, Savannah, Tenn,
W. Charles, St.
Beivedere--a
A nice set of Furs will please
icoulit; K. a Than, Buffalo; E, E.
her for Nms..
alarrY, C111011111001-3. -M. Penninktoa,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
at. Louis; George Mien, Ismisviile;

SHOULD

you have the

misfortune to have to buy

anything in this line, we are closing out the entire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at

cost.

This means your bill cut half in two.

Embalming and regular service rendered day or night

S. P.POOL
.3001 South Third Strmbet.

''''' Both P/.• ones 110

